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Description

Price

Non-Restricted shotgun Lazer Arms model X012, 12 gauge, 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
11 3/4" [Blued barrel and black finish receiver. Single bead front sights. Checkered wooden stock
and foregrip. Includes six chokes and choke tool, with a 5 shell nylon holster on stock. Overall
appears to have light use with nicks, scratches and marks to wood and metal.] serial # 19CA0U0050 , PAL required

550

Non-Restricted shotgun Marlin model Model 55 Goose Gun, 12 gauge 3" magnum bolt action, w/
bbl length 36" [Blued barrel and receiver, single bead front sight and rear fixed reference. Smooth
wooden stock with recoil pad, single removable box magazine. Fitted with sling rings and leather
sling. Action feels smooth. Overall used but not abused condition with use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal.] serial # 23683386, PAL required

325

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 93R17, 17 HMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 21" [Blued heavy
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 2.5X-10X.42 scope. One piece black synthetic
stock with checkered style pistol and foregrip. Attached branded butt plate. Includes one
removable magazine. Few nicks in stock with use, handling and storage marks throughout.] serial #
0643330, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Uberti model 1873 Cattleman Carbine, .22 LR six shot single action revolver, w/
bbl length 18" [Blued barrel and cylinder, case hardened receiver. Fixed sights. Wooden stock with
brass butt plate. Slight cylinder ring, Appears to have had very little use with only minor storage
and handling marks.] serial # 59690, PAL required

1500

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No. 4 MKI (ROF(F), .303 British ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" [Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. Adjustable front and rear sights. Wooden
stock with metal and rubberized butt plate. Matching numbers on stock and bolt. Includes one box
magazine. Assorted markings include R.P A underneath front of mag well. 1/4 underneath front
sling ring. SS on bottom of stock behind trigger guard, 872 on left side near rear of butt plate. R.P 6
in a square box on right side of stock, 601 on right side of stock. Left side of receiver in addition to
model is marked 10/44 and 6.50. See photos for details. Action feels smooth and trigger is crisp.
Nicks, marks and scratches throughout.] serial # 3650, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1895, .30 US lever action, w/ bbl length 28" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight, also fitted with a
Lyman adjustable rear sight note missing aperture. Wooden stock and forend, metal butt plate.
Fixed box magazine. Possibly polished metal. Action is stiff, firearms is in well used condition with
handling, use and storage marks throughout] serial # 73118, PAL required

550

Non-Restricted shotgun Lee Enfield (R.F 1) model 410 Guard/Police Conversn, 410 gauge custom
single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sight. Full wood stock with brass butt plate. Matching serial numbered stock. Markings include
D T 1Z(W) in cased in a circle on right side of stock. Band stamped with crown over G.R.I. 1944.
Number 1 NK (?) *. Includes webbed sling and bayonet with scabbard. Overall appears to be in
above average condition with expected marks on wood and metal.] serial # 13403, PAL required

800

Antique rifle Spencer model Repeating Rifle, .56-56 Spencer 7 falling block, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
styled barrel and reciver turning brown grey. Wooden stock and foreend. Fitted with sling rings,
Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight, action feels smooth. In well used condition with
expected marks and scratches] serial # 7985, No PAL required

1200
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Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600, .22 S, L & LR tube fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. One piece wooden stock with
checkered pistol and foregrip. Branded checkered butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Worn in
handling and use areas with nicks, marks and scratches on wood and metal.] serial # CG021611,
PAL required

225

Non-Restricted rifle Ardesa model Ranger, .45 single shot percussion, w/ bbl length 27" [Blued
octagonal barrel, fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate, trigger
guard and other furniture. Wooden ram rod with brass tips. Case hardened block. Does not appear
to have had a lot of use with minor, use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 204770, PAL required

225

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 400 G, 12 gauge 2 3/4", 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel with single bead sight. Blackened aluminum receiver. Smooth wooden stock with
ribbed forend. Recoil pad. Slight surface rust on barrel near handling area. Nicks, marks and
scratches throughout.] serial # G707233, PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf (1922) model M 96 Swedish Mauser, 6.5X55 bolt action, w/ bbl
length 29 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Matching number mag base and bolt. Other markings
include crown over top 194 on mid barrel ring, 046 under a crown on front ring and brass marking
disc on right side of stock. Four small holes and evidence of a removed placard behind stock disc.
Overall appears to be in above average condition with nicks, marks and scratches to metal and
stock] serial # 501113, PAL required

500

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MK II, 350 Rem mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 3X-9X40 scope. Hardwood stock
with checkered pistol and foregrip. Branded recoil pad. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial # 78972784, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 220 Swift bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview 6X-18X, 40 optic. Hardwood stock with
checkered pistol and foregrip. Branded recoil pad. Overall in used but no abused condtion with
minor handling, use and storage marks throughout.] serial # C6700928, PAL required

1100

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 MKII, .338 Win Mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights, Fitted with Bushnell Elite 3200 scope. Hardwood stock with
checkered pistol and foregrip. Branded recoil pad. Appears to have had very little use with minor
use, handling and storage marks throughout and one finger nail tip sized gouge in lower left side of
stock near rear of barrel.] serial # 78787243, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 32WS lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear Buckhorn sights. Smooth stock and forend. Metal butt
plate. Worn in use and carry areas with minor pitting. Action is a bit stiff. General marks, nicks and
scratches to wood and metal.] serial # 1545243, PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Squires Bingham model 20P, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21 3/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Some pitting on all metal. Includes one detachable magazine. Action
feels smooth but dirty. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # A582314, PAL
required

200

Non-Restricted shotgun Zabala Hermanos model Ruko 700, 28 gauge 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blue style finished barrel and stainless receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock
with checkered pistol and forend. Pachmayr Old English recoil pad. Sides and bottom of receiver

600

have etched foliage and underside of trigger guard has etched scrollwork. Appears to have had very
little use with minor use, handling and storage marks throughout.] serial # 397374, PAL required
21

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500 E, .410, 2 1/2" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued ribbed full choke barrel, blackened alloy receiver. Two bead sight. Hardwood stock with
checkered pistol grip and forend. Recoil pad. Appears to have seen very little if any use with only
minor, handling and storage marks] serial # R468136, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model Range Rifle, 6.8mm Rem Spc. semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Satin stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear peep sight. Fitted with
Simmons Pro Sport 3-9X 40 scope. Polymer stock with checkered pistol and foregrip. Recoil pad.
Includes one removable box magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling
and storage marks throughout.] serial # 58111737, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS, 3.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with
matching numbers on bolt and stock. Missing bayonet included green webbed strap. In expected
surplus condition with use, handling and storage marks.] serial # 25001920, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model SXS, 16 gauge two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Double bead sight with rear bead sheared off. Wooden
stock with checkered semi pistol and forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Worn in handling and use
areas including checkering worn to near flat. Minor surface pitting. Action feels tight although has
obviously seen use.] serial # 235389, PAL required

225

Non-Restricted shotgun Gaspar Arizaga model SXS, 20 gauge 3" magnum two shot hinge break, w/
bbl length 27 1/2" [Blued barrel with one side modified and one side full choke. Engraved stainless
receiver. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Simulated basket weave butt
plate. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 136663, PAL required

450

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500, 20 gauge 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued ribbed barrel with double bead sight. Blackened alloy receiver, threaded for optic base.
Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Fitted with recoil pad. Fitted with Accu-choke
systems and includes three screw in chokes. Still has original retail labels on both sides of stock.
Likely unused, possibly test fired and includes original box.] serial # T172605, PAL required

325

Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model Unknown, 28 gauge (?) single shot swing hinge, w/ bbl
length 25 1/2" [Blued finish turning brown gray. Front bead and grooved rear sight. Wooden stock
with checkered pistol grip and forend. This unusual old firearm has a swing out style action and a
off set stock likely for right hand, left eye dominant shooting. Appears to be 28 gauge. Overall in
well used condition, not likely suitable for use but a great conversation piece.] serial # NIL, PAL
required

175

Non-Restricted rifle New Haven Mossberg model 740T, .22 WMR bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock. Checkered
plastic butt plate. Includes on removable magazine. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 1210577, PAL required

200

28a

One full 50 count box and one 50 count box missing three rounds of CCI Maxi-Mag .22 Magnum
rimfire ammunition

30

29

Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model Match 64, .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Anschutz brand fully adjustable target sight. Smooth target stock.
Adjustable butt plate. Otherwise seems in above average condition with storage, use and handling
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marks.] serial # 1121216, PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model 190, 22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Smooth wooden target stock with adjustable butt plate. NOTE
MISSING BOLT, use storage and handling marks.] serial # 1123080, PAL required

150

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422M, .22 Win mag tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 22
1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with
checkered straight grip and forend. Appears to have had very little use with minor use, storage and
handling marks.] serial # F696596, PAL required

900

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Matteblack hammer forged spiral barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope base and rings. Smooth
wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Includes sling rings and one 10 shot detachable magazine.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, storage and handling marks.] serial #
35170252, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 590 Line Launcher, 12 gauge pump action, [Cased line
launcher kit including assorted heads, shafts, bundled line, shot gun receiver, stock etc. and ten
rounds of 12 gauge blanks. NOTE MISSING BARREL CANISTER LID AND POSSIBLY MORE, SEE
PHOTOS FOR INVENTORY] serial # R134990, PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Just Right Carbines model JR Carbine, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Parkerized style finish, full flat top and quad rail. Telescoping stock. No fixed sights.
Fitted with BSA model Stealth Tactical Illuminated optic with original ammo. can motif box.
Includes ten shot magazine and leather sling. Appears to have had very little use with only minor,
use and handling marks.] serial # JR 015233, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted shotgun Lazer Arms model XT14, 12 gauge 3" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued style barrel and chrome plated receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hard
wooden stock with semi checkered pistol grip. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes five screw in
chokes and choke too. Appears to be new and unfired with retail tag and original box.] serial #
18CASB0576, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 30-30 lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Branded plastic butt plate.
Minor pitting on receiver in carry area. Action feels smooth. Marks on wood and metal.] serial #
3609929, PAL required

500

Non-Restricted rifle Gevarm model Carbine Automatique, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with FisherDietz 4X15 scope. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Crack in stock behind
trigger guard. No magazine included. Well used condition.] serial # NIL, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model Papoose 70TSS, .22 LR Mag. clip fed Seven shot semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 16 1/2" [Stainless steel removable barrel and action. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol grip. Includes branded soft case
with cable lock and original manual, barrel wrench. Likely unfired with virtually no use, handling
and storage marks.] serial # MM01437P, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted shotgun Algen Arms Co. model SXS, 12 gauge two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray, most bluing worn away. Top of barrel marked
Fine Damascus and choke bored. Left side of lock engraved with hunting dog. Right side external
hammer included but not attached. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend.

100

Overall well used condition, likely best suited as a wall hanger.] serial # 16408, PAL required
40

41
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47
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49

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1895 GBL, .45/70 Government lever action, w/ bbl length 18 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Threaded for optic
mount, wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Decelerator recoil pad. Appears
to have had virtually no use with only minor, use, storage and handling mark.] serial # MR23503G,
PAL required

750

Antique rifle Enfield BSA model 1864 MK II*, .577 single shot side hinged breach block, w/ bbl
length 36 1/2" [Barrel finish 100% gone and covered in surface rust. Rear sight missing. Three band
configuration. Rusted inside breach opting. Brass trigger guard and butt plate. See photos for
markings. Great patina for wall hanger.] serial # NIL, No PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64B, 22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 21 1/4" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, missing rear sight. Fitted with Tasco 3-7X20 scope. Smooth
wooden stock with hard plastic butt plate, note chunk missing out of rear end of stock and butt
plate. Includes on 10 round magazine. Overall used condition, needs cleaning with scratches, nicks
and marks to wood and metal] serial # CA081905, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted rifle CVA model Optima V2, 50 cal. single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 25 1/2"
[Parkerized barrel and receiver. Missing original sights, fitted with a Konuspro 3-9X40 I.R. scope.
Synthetic checkered stock and forend. Rubber butt plate. Sling mounts with Cabela camo. sling. Has
had light use with nicks, marks and scratches to stock and metal] serial # NIL , PAL required

275

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12, 16 gauge 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock with hard plastic butt plate. Ribbed wooden
foregrip. Bluing turning grey. Well used condition with nicks, marks and scratches to wood and
metal.] serial # 1572748, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model S55, 12 gauge 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel and stainless receiver. Single bead front sight. Checkered wooden stock with rubber
butt plate and checkered wooden foregrip. Overall lightly used condition with nicks, marks and
scratches to wood and metal.] serial # B08495, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 300 Win Mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, detached and included in baggy,
mounted with a unknown scope. Checkered wooden stock and foregrip with rubber butt plate.
Sling rings with leather sling. Bluing turning grey on end of barrel. In used condition with nicks,
scratches and marks to wood and metal.] serial # A6687151, PAL required

425

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99F, 250-3000 Savage lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with a Kurt Muller
2.5X32 scope. Checkered wooden stock and checkered wooden foregrip. Includes sling rings and
leather sling. Bluing turning grey. Overall used condition with nicks, scratches and marks to wood
and metal.] serial # 770288, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted Combination Gun Savage model 24, 22 LR, 410 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and cased hardened receiver. Fixed front sight and fixed rear sight. Smooth
wooden stock and hard plastic butt plate. Smooth wooden foregrip. Bluing turning brown grey.
Case hardening rusting in spots. In used condition with nicks, marks and scratches to wood and
metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

550

Non-Restricted shotgun J. Wilkes model Box Lock Game Gun, 12 gauge 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge
break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued barrel and engraved blued receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth
wooden stock with checkered grip and checkered foregrip and wooden butt plate. Includes original

750

box, a rubber butt plate, tube of Hoppes gun grease, cleaning rods and accessories. Bluing on
receiver turning brown. In well used condition with nicks, marks and scratches to wood and metal.
Barrel fits tightly on receiver.] serial # 5053, PAL required
50a

50b

50c

50d

50e

50f

50g

50h

50j

Restricted rifle Bushmaster model XM 15-E25, .223-5.56mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 420mm [Combination desert tan and black with M4 front sight/ gas block, flip up adjustable
rear sight. Fitted with Surefire Vortex red and green scope, tested and working and includes dust
covers. Extending Magpull, tactical link single point sling, DH tactical magazine, pinned to five
rounds, flash hider and front mount short rail. Appears to have very little use, only minor handling
marks] serial # BFIT035925, certificate # 18277631, FRT # 17158-69 PAL required

1200

Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model 1911-22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 127mm
[Black finish, fixed front and rear three dot sights, branded wooden, textured grips, skeletized
hammer and trigger, adjustable trigger stop. Includes four 10 round magazines, original hard case,
manual, cleaning brush, wrench and extra sights. Appears to have very little use with only minor
handling and storage marks] serial # T143690 , certificate # 18226739, FRT # 135996-2 PAL
required

400

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 29-3, .44 Rem Mag six shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 213mm [Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with checkered
wooden factory branded grips. Wear on holster and handling areas. Overall action feel smooth.]
serial # AET7913, certificate # 8332829, FRT # 22143-7 PAL required

700

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK I, .22 LR nine shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 140mm
[Blued heavy barrel, painted red fixed front sight and adjustable rear target sight. Branded plastic
checkered grips. Includes one magazine. Appears to have had light use with only minor handling,
use and storage marks.] serial # 1773075, certificate # 5872357 , FRT # 22437-2 PAL required

375

Restricted handgun Kimber model Eclipse Custom II, .45 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Brushed polish finish with satin black accents, fixed front and rear three dot sights.
Checkered flat back strap and frame. Deluxe checkered grips, skeletonized aluminum trigger.
Includes one Kimber magazine and two STI magazines and five snap caps, original box, owner's
manual and bushing wrench. Appears to have light use with minor handling, storage and use
marks.] serial # K382295 , certificate # 17629896 , FRT # 119674-1 PAL required

900

Restricted handgun Remington model 1911 R 1, .45 ACP seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued finish, fixed front and rear three dot sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes three
Remington brand magazines, original fitted case and manual. Appears to have had light use with
minor storage and handling marks.] serial # RH31732A , certificate # 16403689 , FRT # 131710-1
PAL required

600

Restricted handgun Browning model 1911 - Black Label, .380 Auto seven shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 108mm [Parkerized style finish, fixed front and rear sights, checkered plastic grips.
Includes one magazine, original fitted case and manual, appears to have had virtually no use with
only mild handling marks.] serial # 51HZV03343, certificate # 18337847, FRT # 151410-2 PAL
required

700

Restricted handgun German Sports Guns model GSG 1911, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Blued style finish, fixed front and rear three dot sights. Checkered wooden grips.
Includes one magazine. Appears to have had little use with only mild storage and handling marks]
serial # A406670, certificate # 16403688, FRT # 131089-1 PAL required

350

Restricted rifle DPMS model A-15, .223/5.56mm five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 406mm
[Parkerized style finish, M-4 style front sight/gas block with bayonet lug plus carry handle
adjustable rear sight combo. Adjustable stock, two point sling. Includes one magazine pinned to

550

five rounds and original branded box. Checkered pistol grips. Appears to have had light use with
only minor storage, use and handling marks] serial # FH227204, certificate # 19473528, FRT #
33422-4 PAL required
50k

Restricted handgun Colt model 1862 Pocket Navy, .36 Percussion five shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 140mm [Blue octagonal barrel, fixed sights. Case hardened frame and factory
engraved cylinder. Smooth wooden grips. Slight cylinder ring. Appears to have had very little use,
possibly just factory test fired. Includes original foam lined Colt box and manual. Very minor
storage and handling marks] serial # 50857, certificate # 18678904, FRT # 17545-2 PAL required

550

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1100, 12 gauge 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued barrel and engraved receiver. Single bead front sight. Glossy hardwood stock with hard
plastic butt plate and checkered glossy wooden foregrip. Overall used condition, action feel
smooth. Nicks, marks and scratches to wood and metal] serial # 26271V, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 55, 22 S, L & L.R single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21
3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with hard plastic butt plate. Bluing turning grey. Stiff sticky action. Overall well used condition
with nicks and marks to wood and metal.] serial # NIL, PAL required

225

53

Unopened box of Canuck Standard 20 gauge DM-5 games loads, 500 count box with Woodwards
stamp

275

54

Non-Restricted sxs shotgun Remington model 1894 (B Grade), 12 ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 30" [Faded blued turning brown grey Damascus barrel with engraved steel receiver.
Single bead front sight. Smooth hardwood stock with hard plastic branded butt plate. Checkered
foregrip and pommeo grip. Overall well used condition with marks and nicks to wood and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 132147, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 LH, 17 Rem fireball bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Heavy
parkerized barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Redfield 10X40 scope. Black synthetic
stock with rubber butt plate, rubber foregrip and pistol grip. Smooth left handed action, nicks and
marks to metal and stock. Use, storage and handling marks] serial # G6692048, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 222 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear. Fitted with a Bushnell Elite 4200 39X40 scope. Full wooden stock with checkered forend and pistol grip. Rubber butt plate. Smooth
action, used by not abused with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling
marks] serial # 51378, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model R92 RH, 45 L Colt six shot lever action, w/ bbl length 12" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear. Large lever loop. Smooth
wooden stock and forend. Metal butt plate. In lightly used condition, nicks and marks to wood and
metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # AM211996, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77, 7X57 Mauser bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel
and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with scope rings. Smooth wooden stock with checkered fore
grip and pistol grip and rubber butt plate. Action feels smooth, nicks and marks to wood and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 7822857, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted shotgun P. Beretta model A.302, 12 ga. 3" magnum semi automatic, w/ bbl length
28" [Blued barrel and engraved black finish action. Single bead front sight. Ribbed barrel with
removable choke. High gloss wooden stock, checkered foregrip and pistol grip. Rubber butt plate.
Action is smooth, with marks and nicks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial

475

51

52

55

56

57

58

59

# G32599E, PAL required
60

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 220 Swift bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Heavy stainless
fluted barrel, stainless receiver. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb 6-24X40 scope. Synthetic black and grey
web stock with rubber butt plate. Action is smooth. Has had light use with marks and nicks to metal
and stock. Handling, use and storage marks] serial # S6326417, PAL required

1100

61

Antique Victorian Scottish dress sword with basket hilt, decorative 31 3/4" blade with star and
thistle and crown plus a metal scabbard

900

62

Boxed commemorative Ka-bar knife "With The Old Breed" limited edition 311/1945 inscribed "I
spent many a night in my fox hole with my Ka-bar in one hand and my .45 in the other "signed
P.S.E. Eugene B. Sledge and the other side engraved with soldier figure "K-Company, 3rd battalion,
5th marines, 1st Marine Division". plus leather scabbard hand signed by R.V. Bergin (Squad leader
for Eugene Sledge) and T.I. Miller (Old Breed Gunnery Sargent)

300

63

Vintage bayonet with scabbard (scabbard tip loose) marked by consignor "Lee- Metford P-1888 MK
I, T2" stamped 66/207 on hilt and marked on blade with VR crown, 7' 96, WD 5 etc.

60

64

Vintage bayonet with scabbard marked by consignor "Yugoslavia M 1948" knife serial no. 6569 and
scabbard 2605

80

65

Antique bayonet with scabbard labeled by consignor (British P 1907, Enfield- EFD). 17" blade
stamped with crown and 1907 on one side and assorted proof marks on the other

175

66

Antique bayonet with metal scabbard labeled by consignor "Argentina M-1909" 16" blade marked
Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co., Solingen on one side and Argentina 1909 and serial no. 3567 (serial
no. matches scabbard)

70

67

New military surplus bayonet with scabbard labeled by consignor "CF issue 2000" marked on blade
"Made in Germany Original Eickhorn Solingen"

250

68

Vintage bayonet with scabbard marked by consignor " Canada C-7" stamped on hilt C-7 Mella with
6 3/4" blade

100

69

Two decorative broad swords each with serpentine and figural hilt and each with wooden wall
mount hanging, 44" and 46"

150

70

Semi contemporary sheathed Bowie knife with wood and brass hilt, 12" blade marked "C-JULHERBERTZ" serial no 107330 stamped Ranger. Messer 440A Super Stainless Steel plus a decorative
stainless Celtic sword with 23" blade and leather scabbard

100

Wood cased Bradford Exchange Mint set of eight silver plated "The Anniversary of D-Day Proof
Coin Collection" including "D-Day 1944", "General Eisenhower-1943", "Operation Pointblank-June
14, 1943", "Operation Tonga-June 5, 1944", "Airborne Invasion -June 6, 1944", "Sword Beach- June
6, 1944". "Juno Beach- June 6, 1944" and "Utah Beach-June 6, 1944" each coin originally retailing
for $59.99

150

Wood cased Bradford Exchange Mint set of eight silver plated " World War II Bomber Collection"
one crown coin set including "Lancaster", "Halifax", "Lincoln", "A-29 Hudson", " Stirling", "PV-1
Ventura", "Whitley" and "Manchester". Each coin originally retailing for $59.00

175

Cased Royal Canadian Mint 2014 fine silver 99.99% Fractional set " The Maple Leaf including 1 oz,
1/2 oz. 1/4 oz, 1/10 oz and 1/20 oz. coins. Originally retailed for $225.00 CAD

175

71

72

73

74

Boxed Branford Exchange Mint "The 1943 Quebec Conference- Franklin D. Roosevelt" golden
crown collector coins set including four 24kt gold plated coins and a framed set of miniature
military medals

50

76

Two boxes of twelve no. 3 Victor Steel Game traps

150

77

Twelve assorted metal leg hold spring traps and snares

80

78

Twelve assorted metal leg hold, spring traps and box traps

70

79

Large selection of vintage and new bullet molds and loading equipment

80

80

Two ammunition boxes including a Winchester and a Duck motif

50

81

New in box Stack-On ten gun steel security cabinet

175

82

Caldwell lead sled gun rest and a Bushmaster 20-60X60 spotting scope with tri-pod, appears new in
box

225

83

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, .223 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 26" [Stainless steel
fluted barrel and action, no fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 6-24 X 40mm scope. Synthetic
stock with recoil pad and soft touch pistol and foregrip. Action feels smooth. Use, storage and
handling marks on stock and barrel.] serial # S6683404, PAL required

900

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model Onyx, 12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 28" [Blued ribbed barrel with front and center bead sights, also fitted with after market fiber
optic front sight. Threaded for chokes includes a set of choke tubes. Hardwood stock and forend
with checkered grips, soft recoil pad and factory engraving on receiver and gold coloured trigger.
Action feels smooth and tight. Includes original box. Minor use and handling marks.] serial #
TR12054208, PAL required

550

Non-Restricted Air Rifle Ruger model Air Hawk Elite, .177 single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 14"
[Blued barrel and action, no fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lombe Balfor optic, one piece
wooden target stock with recoil pad. Target barrel weight. Minor handling marks on wood and
metal] serial # 000017781, PAL required

100

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Super Mag, 12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued style barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable mid barrel rear sight.
Wooden stock and forend. Remington recoil pad and checkered semi pistol grip. Includes original
box. Damaged finish and wood and metal surfaces, likely due to damp storage.] serial #
AB811546A, PAL required

300

86a

Ribbed Remington 870 shotgun barrel 25 1/2" in length with fixed front post and fiber optic rear
sight, adjustable 3" chamber, satin black finish wrapped in camouflage tape

125

86b

Remington 870, 12 gauge 2 3/4 or 3" fully rifled barrel with fixed front and rear adjustable rear
sights. Satin black finish, appears to have had light use.

200

86c

Ribbed Remington 870 shotgun barrel 25 1/2" in length with fixed front post and fiber optic rear
sight, adjustable 3" chamber, satin black finish wrapped in camouflage tape

125

87

Non-Restricted shotgun F.A.I.R model Jubilee Prestige, 12 ga. 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blue ribbed barrel with single bead sight. Case hardened finish engraved receiver
"Tartaruga gold" with gold plated engraved bird design and trigger. Deluxe wood stock and forend
with checkering. Branded wooden butt plate. Includes branded fitted hard case, Technichoke choke

2250

84

85

86

kit with a total of five chokes plus tool. Appears to have been well taken care of with minor
handling marks.] serial # 260320, PAL required
88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Rascal, .22 S, SL, Long single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 16"
[Parkerized style barrel and reciever, fixed front and adjustable rear peep sight. Threaded for scope
mount. One piece bright blue synthetic stock with Rascal butt plates. Still has retail stickers
attached. Likely unfired or only test fired. Includes original box.] serial # 2473554, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Satin
stainless heavy barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Simmons DeerField 3-9X 40mm
scope. One piece soft touch sythetic Hogue stock. Includes one 10 shot mag. Action feels smooth,
has seen use with marks on wood and metal] serial # 23551140,

400

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 455, .22 LR mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2" [Heavy blued
barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon Prostaff Rimfire II 4-12 X 40mm, serial no.
3024133. Deluxe wooden stock with recoil pad. Fitted Caldwell folding bi-pod. Includes three
detachable magazine and including one 25 round and original box. Appears to have had light us
with minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # C296093, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Super-X Model 1, 12 ga. 2 3/4" semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued ribbed barrel with front and mid bead sight and full choke, blued receiver,
wooden stock and forend with checkering. Browning recoil pad. Nicks and scratches to wood and
metal] serial # M76595, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/44, .44 Rem mag. Mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
[Stainless steel barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Leopold VXFreedom 3-9X 40mm scope, serial no. 162978AF. One pieces synthetic stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and foregrip. Has seen use but action feels smooth, includes one removable box
magazine and original box. Storage, use and handling marks on wood and metal] serial #
74051411, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model X-Bolt, .300 WSM bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Satin
stainless barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon Prostaff 5, 3.5-14X50mm scope,
serial no. 3104511. Browning branded multi tone synthetic stock with Inflex recoil pad. Includes
one magazine, original rifle box and scope box. Use and handling marks on stock and metal.] serial
# 27784ZW354, PAL required

950

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1300 Ranger, 12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl
length 22 1/2" [Blued Deer slug barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Black receiver,
drilled and tapped for optic mount. Smooth wooden stock, Winchester branded recoil pad. Use,
storage and handling marks on wood and metal] serial # L2307417, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model A-Bolt, .22-250 Rem Mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear sight not attached included in baggy, likely
removed to fit attached Bushnell High contrast 6-18 scope. Gloss finished wooden stock with
checkered pistol and foregrip. Browning recoil pad. Includes two removable magazines. Adhesive
residue on barrel. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 47524PN717, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, 7mm Rem mag. bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Satin
stainless barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Leopold Vari-X III 4.5 X 14-50mm scope,
serial no. 216780C. Black synthetic stock with Remington recoil pad, checkered pistol and foregrip.
Has seen it's share of field use, adhesive residue on front of scope. Use, handling and storage marks
on stock and metal.] serial # S6228380, PAL required

700

97

98

99

Non-Restricted rifle Savage Arms model 93R 17, .17HMR Mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Heavy blued barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 6-24 scope. One
piece camouflage synthetic stock. Includes three detachable magazines and a cleaning rod guide.
Appears to have had little use with only minor, storage, use and handling marks.] serial # 1246804,
PAL required

450

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Express, 12 ga. 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length
24" [Parkerized style rifled slug barrel with built in scope mount, fitted with Vortex Sparc red dot
scope, working at time of catalouging. Wooden stock and forend with checkering and recoil pad.
Left side of receiver fitted with Weaver B2 scope mount. Currently original barrel and the rest of
the Weaver mount not found, check back for updates. Includes original box for shot gun and optics.
Marks and nicks on wood and metal.] serial # AB105520A ( under Weaver side plate), PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422, .22 S, L, LR tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 20 1/4
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock and forend.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor use and handling marks.] serial # F649659, PAL
required

950

100a Prohib 12-6 handgun Taurus model PT 58 S, .380 ACP ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
102mm [Appears to be nickel plated barrel and slide, satin stainless receiver. Branded wooden
grips. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Appears to have had very little use and includes one
removable magazine and Bianchi holster. Minor use, handling and storage marks.] serial # KIG
14251, certificate # , FRT # 26513-1 PAL required
100g

Prohib 12-2 rifle Thompson model 1928 A1, .45ACP five shot full automatic, w/ bbl length 267mm
[Blued barrel, receiver and frame. Fixed sights, removable wooden stock, wooden pistol grip and
metal butt plate. Fully functioning, full automatic Auto-Ordinance Tommy gun in exceptionally
good condition with muzzle brake, stick magazine pinned to five rounds. Can be sent to licensed
and approved dewatting gunsmith for deactivation and de-registering. Please make prior
arrangement with auction house before bidding.] serial # A 088754, certificate # 4811971, FRT #
15651-1 PAL required

100h Prohib 12-2 rifle Thompson model M1A1, .45 ACP five shot full automatic, w/ bbl length 267mm
[Blued barrel, receiver and frame, fixed sights. Removable wooden stock, wooden pistol grip and
forend. Sling rings. Includes one stick magazine pinned to five round. Fully functioning, full AutoOrdinance Tommy gun in exceptionally good condition. Can be shipped to licensed dewatting
gunsmith for deactivation and de-registering. Consult auction house prior to bidding] serial #
374952, certificate # 4811972, FRT # 20452-1 PAL required
100j

100k

101

600

3250

2750

12-3 rifle Sten MK model MK II, 9mm five shot converted auto, w/ bbl length 197mm [Blued style
finish, fixed sights and skeletized stock manufactured by Royal Ordinance Factory Fazakerley
(ROF(F))Includes stick magazine pinned to five rounds. Can be sent to licensed dewatting gunsmith
for deactivation and de registration] serial # FP 32976, certificate # 4811942, FRT # 83717-1 PAL
required

650

12-3 rifle Sten model MK III, 9mm five shot converted auto, w/ bbl length 197mm [Blued style
finish, fixed sights and straigh stock manufactured by Lines Brothers (LB). Note 4132 stamped on
bottom of trigger guard, bolt and rear mount plate on stock. Includes stick magazine pinned to five
rounds. Can be sent to licensed dewatting gunsmith for deactivation and de registration] serial #
B4611616889, certificate # 4811943, FRT # 73897-1 PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700, .338 Win mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Simmon's 3-10X44mm scope.
Gloss finished walnut stock with checkered pistol and foregrip, Remington recoil pad. Includes a

500

Hammond Game Getter. Marks on stock and barrel including burn top left above trigger guard.
Action feels smooth, firearm has seen field use.] serial # C6703378, PAL required
102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

Non-Restricted shotgun High Standard model Flite King Deluxe K121, 12 gq. 2 3/4" pump action, w/
bbl length 28" [Blued barrel and receiver, single bead sight. Wooden stock and forend with
checkering. Attached recoil pad. Worn bluing in use, storage and handling areas. Marks on wood
and metal, show signs of field use] serial # 3064750, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted rifle Henry Repeating Arms model Mars Leg, .44 Rem Mag lever action, w/ bbl
length 13" [Blued octagonal barrel, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Traditional Golden Boy
gold highlights, smooth walnut stock. Appears to have had very little use with minor, use, storage
and handling marks, includes original box.] serial # BBML01970, PAL required

900

Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms model Hawken, .54 single shot muzzle loading, w/ bbl
length 28" [Partial kit including barrel, unfinished stock and ram rod, all other parts missing. Plus a
selection of black powder shooting accessories including leather pouch with patches etc., horn,
brass measurer, selection of balls etc.] serial # 471497, PAL required

300

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No1 MK III* (F.R), .303 Brit mag fed 10 bolt action, w/ bbl
length 25 1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, full wood stock
with what appears to be original wrap wire reinforcements on mid and front area, fitted with cup
style grenade launcher, web sling. Serial number on bolt is 1015 and mag is 70750H. See plethora
photos on website to cover condition and modifications.] serial # 74136X, PAL required

1900

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Sporter, 25-20 Mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2" [Blued
barrel with fixed target front sight and Parker target rear sight, smooth wooden stock, logo metal
butt plate, barrel previously drilled and tapped. Includes one box magazine. Storage use and
handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 120625, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model Match 64, .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel and receiver, no sights, wooden target grip with checkered butt plate. Use handling
and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 1104145, PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Suhl model KKv 1001, .22 LR 10 shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with scope bases. Shop made target stock with
adjustable cheek rise, metal butt plate. Includes one KKV marked removable magazine. Action feels
smooth, storage use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 03697, PAL required

500

Non-Restricted rifle BSA 303 Mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed
front and adjustable rear sight, fitted with Bushnell wide angle scope, smooth wooden sporterized
stock, Pachmyr recoil pad, top of barrel stamped "Made By The Birmingham Small Arms Co.
England" in front of rear sight, rear of barrel stamped with assorted proof marks and BSA logo, left
side of receiver stamped with assorted proof marks-see photos. Assorted use, storage and handling
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 44293, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted shotgun Stoeger model P350, 12 ga. 2 3/4"- 3 1/2 pump action, w/ bbl length 28"
[Parkerized style ribbed barrel and receiver. Single fibreoptic front sight, black polymer stock and
foregrip, recoil pad. Includes four insert chokes and choke tool. Appears to have had only light use,
storage use and handling marks on synthetic and metal parts. ] serial # 1302930, PAL required

300

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model BRMO Model 5, .22 LR 10 shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued
barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Simmons 3-9X32 WA/AO 22 mag scope. Wooden
stock with sling mounts and checkered semi pistol grip. Pachmyr brand recoil pad. Drilled and
tapped for front sight, rear sight mount has wedge filler. Left side of receiver has nine digit electro
pencil number, possible inventory. Includes one 5 and one 10 shot magazine. 10 shot mag appears

550

to not click into gun properly. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 00032, PAL
required
112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 19, .22 LR bolt action, w/ bbl length 25" [Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown grey. Fixed front sight and micrometer adjustable rear target sights. Smooth
stock with logo metal butt plate. Sling mounts. Includes one removable box magazine and assorted
front sight inserts. Center top of barrel threaded and plugged for sight mount. Use storage and
handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 46283, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Model 77, .22 LR Mag fed 10 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 22" [Blued barrel, chrome plated receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell High Contrast
3-9 scope. Two toned custom smooth wood stock with Canadian 2000 nickel inset on left sight,
Winchester branded butt plate. Includes one removable box magazine. Appears to have had only
light use with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.] serial # 151414, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted shotgun CBDC (Brazil) model 151, 12 ga. 3" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend
and polymer butt plate. Action feels smooth. Scroll engraving on both sides of receiver. Some
minor storage surface rust, fitted with sling mounts. Use, storage and handling marks on wood and
metal.] serial # 1161263, PAL required

125

Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle Co. model M-10, .303 Brit mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 24 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning brown grey. Target front and rear sights. Smooth wood stock
with metal butt plate and sling rings. Front sight aperture not original to firearm and rear target
sight needs attention. See photos for proof marks and barrel and receiver. Crack to front top
section of stock, action feels smooth but overall in well used condition. Marks and scratches to
wood and metal.] serial # 2783 , PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Mk II, .22 LR Mag fed 10 shots + bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Heavy blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with a Bushnell 3-9 scope. One piece
synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Includes two detachable magazines.
Appears to had very little use with minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.]
serial # 1068547, PAL required

300

Non-Restricted shotgun J. Stevens model 39A, 410 ga. 2 1/2-3 tube fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 24
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single fibreoptic front sight, smooth wood stock and recoil pad.
Action feels smooth. Stock appears to have been refinished. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal] serial # NIL, PAL required

325

Non-Restricted rifle Destroyer 9x23 mm (Largo)(Bergmann) bolt action, w/ bbl length 21 1/2 [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown/gray, fixed front and adjustable rear sight, smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate and sling mount. Stock and some gouges and scratches including where
barrel band was taken off and on, no cracks noted. Includes one removable box magazine. Use,
storage and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 41223, PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model C No4 Mk1 Long Branch, .303 Brit mag fed 10 bolt action, w/
bbl length 25" [Blued style finish on barrel and receiver, fixed front and micro adjustable Parker
Hale rear sights. Full wood stock with metal butt plate and leather strap. Includes 10 shot magazine
and spike bayonet with sheath. Dated 1950 and appears to have no military service. Minor use,
storage and handling marks overall.] serial # 94L2485, PAL required

1400

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model 78, 6mm Rem single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Leupold 3x9 scope SN K294401,
wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip and forend, Browning recoil pad. Appears to have
had light use, marks on wood and metal more storage and handling related.] serial # 15037RT147,

1300

PAL required
121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

Non-Restricted shotgun Armsport model 2700, 10ga over/under 2 shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
32" [Blue ribbed barrel with mid bead and front fibre optic sights, engraved receiver with bird
motif, checkered wooden stock and forend. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial #
FSA2789, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 25-35 WCF lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver turned grey/brown, fixed front and flip up long range rear sights, straight smooth
stock, saddle ring. Surface rust in spots and use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial #
906263, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422M, .22 Win Mag, tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 20
1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights, Weaver scope
rings, extended thumb cocker/decocker on hammer, saddle ring, smooth walnut stock and forend.
blueing on top of receiver is worn and se and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial #
F108714, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422, .22 S,L,LR, tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 20 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights, extended thumb
cocker/decocker on hammer, saddle ring, smooth walnut stock and forend. Use and handling
marks on wood and metal.] serial # F229814, PAL required

800

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model 78, 22-250 cal single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Leupold Vari-X III 605x20 scope SN
S102529. Wooden stock with check riser, checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Use and handling
marks on wood and metal.] serial # 05406RR147, PAL required

1300

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model 1885, .270 cal single shot falling block, w/ bbl length 28"
[Blued octagonal barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Leupold 4x12 Vari-X IIc scope
SNY143861, straight walnut stock with checkered grip and forend, braided leather sling. Appears to
have had light use. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 05362PV247, PAL required

1200

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 100, .308 Win, mag fed semi automatic, w/ bbl length 22"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, fitted with Redfield 2x-7x scope,
one piece wooden stock with simulated basket weave pistol and foregrip, no mag included. Well
used but not abused condition. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # A258062, PAL
required

475

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori, 12ga 2 2/3" & 3" 2 shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blue ridded barrel and engraved receiver, single bead front sight, wooden stock with
checkered pistol grip and forend, Browning recoil pad, threaded for chokes and includes two
unidentified choke tubes installed. Used condition with marks on wood and metal.] serial #
02296PW153, PAL required

900

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1885 Hunter Rimfire, .17 HMR cal single shot falling block,
w/ bbl length 23" [Blued octagonal barrel and case hardened receiver, fixed front sight, barrel
mached for rear sight but no sight included, fitted with Weaver 2.5-7x28 scope, straight walnut
stock with checkered grip and forend, metal butt plate. Includes box and some literature. Appears
to have had light use with only minor use and handling marks.] serial # 00521MX85E, PAL required

1000

Non-Restricted shotgun Nikko model E370, 20ga, over/under 2 shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel with single bead front sight, engraved alloy receiver, straight walnut stock with
checkered grip and forend. Chip on bottom of butt plate, reglued piece on right side of forend,

450

surface rust on barrel. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 10137, PAL required
131

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 39 Century (100 Years), .22 S-L-LR , tube fed lever action, w/ bbl
length 20" [Blued octagonal barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, smooth
straight stock, saddle ring, brass butt plate, brass "100 Year" plate on right side of stock. Surface
rust on all metal parts ,use and handling marks on wood and metal.] serial # 33879, PAL required

850

Non-Restricted rifle Kimber model 82, .22LR cal, mag fed 5 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Leupold M8-4X scope SN L107855, walnut stock with
checker semi pistol and foregrip, includes one 5 shot magazine, checkered metal butt plate. Small
crack on right rear of stock, appears to have had light use with minor use and handling marks.]
serial # 1886, PAL required

1000

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 336Y Compact, 30-30 cal, tube fed 5 lever action, w/ bbl length
16 3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, walnut stock with
checkered grip and forend, soft recoil pad, Uncle Mike's padded sling, fitted with rear peep sight.
Slight surface rust in a couple spots but appears to have had light use with minor use and handling
marking.] serial # 9804 (Partial), PAL required

550

134

Eight assorted soft rifle cases.

70

135

Tasco World Class 3x-9x,40mm scope PN DWC39X40N with box and a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5x10
scope SN S121898 scope in used condition.

325

136

John Wayne theme wall mount rifle rack.

50

137

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 770, 30-06 Sprg. mag fed 3 shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22
1/2" [Satin stainless barrel and reciever, no fixed sights, fitted with Simmons 3-9X40 8-Point scope.
Camo finished synthetic stock. Remington brand recoil pad, one detachable magazine and black
web sling. Appears to have had very little use with minor handling and storage marks.] serial #
71542181, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted shotgun New England Firearms model Pardner Model SB1, 410 ga. 3" single shot
hinge break, w/ bbl length 25 1/2" [Blue full choke barrel, case hardened receiver, single bead
sight, smooth wood stock and forend. Very mild storage pitting and minor handling marks, appears
to have had very little use.] serial # NH 487626, PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel with fixed
front sights and adjustable rear. Metal has signs of old pitting and refinishing. Smooth one piece
stock, also refinished.] serial # NIL, PAL required

150

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 111, .270 Win mag fed. 3 shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2"
[Blued finished barrel and reciever, no fixed sights. Fitted with BSA MIL DOT 3-9X40 scope, serial #
0107G. One piece synthetic black stock with checkered pistol and foregrip, soft recoil pad, including
one box magazine and padded sling. Shows sgns of average use but not abuse. Use and handling
marks overall.] serial # H047460, PAL required

425

Non-Restricted shotgun Weatherby model PA-08, 12 ga 2/3"& 3" tube fed pump action, w/ bbl
length 28" [Satin black finish on ribbed barrel and reciever, single bead sight, synthetic black stock
and forend with checkering, Weatherby recoil pad. Threaded for chokes includes three chokes,
choke tool and original owner's manual. Appears to have virtually no use but does have storage
and handling marks] serial # TP022710, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis, .243 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/4" [Satin black
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X, 40 scope. Synthetic stock, recoil

425

132

133

138

139

140

141

142

pad. Includes older sling and green Gun Mate soft case. Includes one removable magazine. Appears
to have had very little use with small amount of surface storage rust on bolt knob with minor use,
handling and storage marks.] serial # H791573, PAL required
143

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model ACE 1, .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 17" [Blued
barrel and reciever, fixed front sight, rear sight missing, smooth stock. Significant wear on metal,
stock has been heavily varnished, overall well used condition.] serial # NIL, PAL required

150

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 444S, .444 Marlin tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, factory threaded for scope mount, smooth
wooden stock and forend, Marlin brand recoil pad. Shows signs of use but not abuse with use,
handling and storage marks overall.] serial # 23088733, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94, 30-30 Win tube fed lever action, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued finish barrel and receiver turning brown grey, fixed front and rear sights, smooth stock and
forend. Surface pitting and possible signs of polishing, cracks in stock and in overall well used
condition with handling, use and storage marks throughout] serial # 3604767, PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle USSR model T03-17, .22 LR mag fed. 10 shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and partial rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview scope.
One piece wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip, metal butt plate, includes on detachable
magazine. Use handling and storage marks throughout.] serial # P4728, PAL required

275

147

Three well used scopes including Red Field 2X-7X, Bushnell and Tasco no. 601E 4X15, three soft
pistol cases and three assorted holsters

80

148

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64, .22 LR Mag fed ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver D-4
scope. Smooth stock, composite butt plate, sling rings. Includes one Cooey brand 10 shot magazine.
Age appropriate wear on bluing with storage, handling and use marks to wood and metal.] serial #
Nil, PAL required

275

Restricted handgun ARMI San Marco model Tingle (1960 copy), .44 cal percussion single shot
Muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 169mm [Blued octagonal barrel, fixed front and adjustable rear sight,
case hardened receiver engraved on left side with wagon train scene and right side with coal miner
and bears. Brass trigger guard and frame and smooth wooden grips. Minor handling marks to wood
and metal. Includes a fitted wooden case with accessories including power flask, brass powder
measure,selection of CCI caps, nipple tools etc. Note no ramrod] serial # 11797 , certificate #
19272244, FRT # 15512-2 PAL required

200

144

145

146

150

150a Restricted handgun Ruger model GP100, .357 Mag 6 shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
152mm [Stainless finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, combination wood and rubber one
piece grip, slight cylinder ring. In used but no abused, minor handling marks] serial # 17232813,
certificate # 204696, FRT # 22468-9 PAL required

700

150b Restricted handgun Ruger model P89DC, 9mm 10 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 114mm
[Stainless slide, fixed front and rear sights, Ruger branded plastic grips. Includes two 10 shot
magazine, loading aid, original fitted box and owners manual. Appears to have had little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks] serial # 31575446, certificate # 12525360, FRT #
22509-1 PAL required

500

150c

Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II Government target, .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 1075mm [Blued finish, heavy barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights, checkered
plastic grip with Ruger branding on right side. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Appears to have had
little use with only minor handling, use and storage marks] serial # 21609169, certificate #

350

1101625, FRT # 26466-1 PAL required
150d Restricted handgun ROHM model 63, .22 LR 8 shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm
[Blued style finish, fixed front and rear sights, branded white plastic checkered grips. Interesting
double action design with loading gate. Wear in use, handling and storage areas] serial # 089054,
certificate # 10489352, FRT # 24691-3 PAL required
150e

300

Restricted handgun ROHM model 63, .22 LR 8 shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm
[Blued style finish, fixed front and rear sights, branded white plastic checkered grips. Wear on use,
handling, storage area and cylinder ring] serial # 089216, certificate # 6525229, FRT # 24691-3 PAL
required

275

Restricted rifle Bushmaster model BACR, .223 Rem five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 419mm
[Parkerized style finish, full flat top fitted with Magpull adjustable front and rear sights, stock is
both folding and adjustable. Fitted with weakhand pistol grip, includes one 30 round pinned to 5
magazine. Appears to have had virtually no use with only minor handling marks] serial # ACRC
001655, certificate # 17279149, FRT # 133580-1 PAL required

1200

150h Restricted rifle VLTOR model VR, 5.56mm semi automatic, [Parkerized style finish, lower only with
trigger group, buffer tube, adjustable ACS stock, soft touch Hogue pistol grip. Does not appear to
have ever been fitted to an upper with only minor handling marks.] serial # 13010261, certificate #
18008477, FRT # 136602 PAL required

500

150g

150j

150k

151

152

153

154

Restricted rifle US Carbine model M-1, .30 Cal five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 457mm
[Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver, manufactured by Saginaw Steering Gear General
Motors. Folding synthetic stock made by Choate. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes
one magazine pinned to five rounds, action feels smooth, use and handling marks on stock and
barrel.] serial # 3472101, certificate # 19128100, FRT # 13-1 PAL required

550

Restricted pistol Smith & Wesson model 629-1, .44 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 213mm [Stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Wooden
branded and checkered pistol grips. Includes original box and soft pistol case. Overall light use with
faint cylinder ring. Light nicks and marks to wood and metal.] serial # AWA 8007, certificate #
363945, FRT # 22561-5 PAL required

1600

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster, 20 ga. 2 3/4" tube fed pump action, w/
bbl length 27 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver, single bead sight, semi deluxe wood stock and forend
with checkering. Remington recoil pad. Shows very little signs of use on handling and storage
marks] serial # V054349X, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight, 20 2 3/4" tube fed pump action, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown grey, left side of barrel marked "Proof Tested
Full", single bead sight with attached Weaver choke marked 1/2. Receiver engraved on left side
with birds in flight and right side with dog and birds in flight. Wooden stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and grooved forend. In overall well used condition with marks to wood and metal] serial
# 4771234, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori, 12 ga 2/3" & 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued ribbed barrel and receiver, single bead sight, scroll work engraving on receiver, deluxe
straight wooden stock with checkering on grip and forend. Browning marked butt plate, no
removable chokes, no fixed choke markings found. Appears to have had little or light use with only
minor handling, storage and use marks throughout] serial # 17545RN153, PAL required

1100

Three soft rifle cases and one trigger lock with key

50

155

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model SXP, 12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 18"
[Parkerized style finish, single bead front sight, threaded for optional scope mount rail. Synthetic
stock and forearm, Inflex recoil pad. Minor handling and use marks on polymer and metal.] serial #
12AZX19568, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model MK II, .22 LR mag fed ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 21"
[Stainless barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sight, both with fiber optic inserts.
Synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes two 10 shot magazines. Appears
to have had very little use with only minor handling marks.] serial # 2236519, PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Just Right Carbines model JR Carbine, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 19" [Parkerized style finish, no fixed sights. Flat top receiver, threaded barrel, quad rail,
adjustable stock, checkered plastic grips. Appears to have had very little use but does have tooling
marks at the front of the buffer tube, no magazine included. Note these firearms are designed for
easy left hand/right hand conversion.] serial # JRCV049811, PAL required

550

158

Indian Nepalese Kora sword with heavy 20" downward curving flared blade, hallmarked with red
flower, guards and pommel in the form of a Stupa

475

159

Antique butterfly sword with a damaged 17 3/4" blade, brass hand guard and carved wooden grip

40

160

Late 19th century Nepalese Kukri with heavy swollen 12 1/2" blade and wooden grip. Note missing
scabbard

90

161

Cased Royal Canadian Mint 2005 50-cent Sterling silver six-coin set including "The Canadian Quest
for Freedom during the Second World War'', " Standing with Britain during "it's finest hour"- Battle
of Britain (July-October 1940)", "Beginning the final advance into Europe- Liberation of the
Netherlands (September 1944-May 1945)", " Gaining Control of the Mediterranean-Conquest of
Sicily (July-August 19430", "oepning the Allied Supply line into Europe- Battle of Scheld (OctoberNovember 1944)' and " To Capture a Bridgehead- Raid on Dieppre (August 1942)". Originally
retailed $149.99 CAD

90

162

Cased Royal Canadian Mint 2014 $30 Fine 99.99% silver "75th Anniversary of the Declaration of the
Second World War (1939-2014)" 62.67 gram coin. Originally retailed $225.00 CAD

175

163

Three boxed Republic of LIberia collector coins including 1997 issue , $20 "Genghis Khan", "
Saladin" and " Horation Nelson" each 1 oz. coin is .925 sterling silver and retailed for $69.95

60

164

Cased Royal Canadian Mint 2015 $50 fine 99.99% silver 65.25 gram coin "100th Anniversary of In
Flander's Fields" originally retailed for $549.95 CAD

275

165

Twelve assorted metal leg hold spring traps

100

166

Twelve assorted metal leg hold spring traps

90

167

Twelve assorted metal leg hold spring traps

70

168

Two framed limited edition prints including "Five O'Clock Shadow" by D. Rust 85/950 and "They
Watch" by Dan Pierce 866/1250, both pencil signed by artists

100

169

Four Ducks Unlimited prints with stamps including untitled Bruce Miller duck picture 671/5000,
Canada Goose print and stamp by Angus Shorll 461/950, plus a pair of ducks by Rick Kelley
155/5000 and an unsigned and framed "carving" of a duck

175

Four framed limited edition prints including two untitled loon pictures by Christine Wilson

150

156

157

170

456/1950 and 384/1950, plus "Blind Corner" by R.J. McDonald 5084/5300 and "Golden Memories"
by Darrell Davis, 5287/5300, all pencil signed by artists
171

Five Ducks Unlimited decor pieces including large duck call crafted by Doug Faulk, two ducklings by
Eric Thorsen, Polar bears by Reddekopp, an unsigned clock plus a candle holder

70

172

Four pieces of Ducks Unlimited decor displays including two dogs with a boot by Bradford Williams,
an old man with a duck figure signed on base by artist, and a "Tough Day in the Marsh" figure plus a
dog with a chew toy figure by Bradord Williams

50

Selection of loading supplies including Hobbe's cleaning kits, Hobbe's cleaning oils, primers, 9 mm
loading die, large assortment of cleaning pads, 9mm brass, 30-40 Krag brass and .38 special brass
etc.

80

Selection of ammunition including three 20 count boxes of 30-40 Krag including two Remington
and one Winchester, four 20 count boxes of Hansen Cartridge Co. 6.5mm Swedish mauser, one 30
count box of 5.56 mm ball ammo., a 50 count box of Winchester .22 long and a tub containing
approximately 15 rounds of 7.62X39, 6 no. 4, 12 gauge

175

176

Twenty seven 50 count boxes of Dynamil Nobel black powder pressed charges and wads for muzzle
loaders, a RCBS .451 bullet mount plus an RCBS .440 bullet mold

125

177

Selection of black powder supplies including four cans of Goex black rifle powder, a large selection
of lead shot, a firing mechanism for musket, trigger mechanism etc.

150

178

A pair of vintage Colorado Saddlery long horn spurs with engraved nickel silver overlay

175

179

Five bayonets, a thrusting practice spear head, two throwing knives, two knife sharpening stones
plus a survival knife

70

180

Six Browning style magazines, assorted calibers, a bag of miscellaneous mags and parts and
approximately 18 trigger with keys

325

181

Non-Restricted shotgun Gaucha model Double Defense, 12 ga. 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 20" [Parkerized double barrel and receiver with black laminated wooden stock and forend,
single bead front sight, picatinny rail.Nicks and marks to wood and metal, storage, use and handling
marks] serial # A059547-13, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Inland model M1 Carbine, 30 M1 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver, fixed front sights and adjustable rear sights. Original wooden stock, metal butt
plate, with in stock mounted sling and oiler. Action is smooth, no mag included, appears to be in
used condition with nicks, scratched to wood and metal, overall storage, use and handling marks]
serial # 630927, PAL required

950

Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS, 7.62X39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with Leapers
Scope mount with Leapers 6X32 scope. Laminated wooden stock with rubber butt plate, sling rings.
Missing bayonet and cleaning rod, attached crudely pinned to five magazine. Overall well used
condition with nicks and scratches to wood and metal, use, storage and handling marks] serial #
YK1121N , PAL required

350

Non-Restricted sxs shotgun Norinco model JW-2000, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 12" [Blued double barrel and receiver, single bead front sight. Laminated wooden stock and
fore grip. Checkered rear fore grip and pistol grip. Rubber butt plate. In used condition, deep ring
on both barrels, see photos, nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks]

350

173

174

182

183

184

serial # 1640581, PAL required
185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory model M1 Garand, 30-06 eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black synthetic stock,
rubber butt pad, checkered pistol grip. Front sling rings, missing back ring. In used condition with
nicks and scratched to stock and metal. Overall use, handling and storage marks] serial # 578824,
PAL required

1500

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model No.1, 375 H&H mag single shot rolling block, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and flip up rear sight mounted with Leopold 1X4 VariXII scope. Hardwood stock and forend. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Rubber butt plate plus
removable logoed Limbsaver butt plate. Minor nicks and scratches to wood and metal. Overall
handling, storage and use marks] serial # 131 10923, PAL required

1300

Non-Restricted rifle Beretta model M1 Garand, 308 Win eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
23 1/2" [*APPEARS TO BE MODIFIED MARSTAR T2 GARAND, POSSIBLE UNSAFE TO FIRE PLEASE
TAKE TO RELIABLE GUNSMITH FOR INSPECTION.* Blued barrel and receiver turning gray, fixed front
and adjustable rear sight. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate, attached sling rings. Smooth
action. Nick and marks to wood and metal. In light used condition with storage, use and handling
marks] serial # PB4580, PAL required

1400

Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight, 12 ga 2 3/4" tube fed pump action, w/ bbl
length 30" [Blued barrel and receiver turning brown grey. Single front bead sight. Engraved hunting
scene on receiver plus electric pencil engraved number on bottom of receiver. Laminated wooden
stock and checkered pistol grip and ribbed wooden fore grip. Logoed butt plate. In well used
condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Overall storage, use and handling marks] serial
# 930793, PAL required

225

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 31, 12 ga. 2 3/4" or shorter pump action, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Laminated wooden stock and ribbed
wooden fore grip. Hard plastic branded butt plate. Overall used condition with nicks and marks to
wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 82907, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted air rifle BSA model Standard air rifle T Pat, .22 pump air rifle, w/ bbl length 19"
[Blued and barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front sight and flip up rear sight. Hardwood
stock with BSA branded checkered grip. 575 FPS. Overall used condition with nicks and marks to
wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # T4116, PAL required

300

Non-Restricted rifle Sears model 8C, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/4" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with Weaver Marksman 4X
scope. Wooden stock with sling rings and checkered pistol grip, hard plastic butt plate. No mag
included. Nicks and scratches to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial #
TT038350, PAL required

175

Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3, 300 Win short mag three shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 23
3/4" [Stainless barrel and receiver. Fitted with Near MFG picatinny rail. Black synthetic stock with
rubber butt plate, checkered pistol and fore grips. Overall in used condition with marks and nicks to
stock and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # A57563, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 120, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 28
3/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sights. Hard wood stock and ribbed hardwood
fore grip. plastic branded butt plate. Removable choke. Overall has had light use with nicks and
marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # L1569114, PAL required

300

194

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mk V, 270 WBY mag three shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fitted with Vortex 4-12X40 Diamond Back scope. High gloss
laminated wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and forend. Branded rubber butt plate.
Includes leather sling with rings. Overall light used condition with nicks and marks to wood and
metal. Storage, used and handling marks] serial # PB 034762, PAL required

1600

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model Sportsman 58, 12 ga. 2 3/4" or shorter semi automatic,
w/ bbl length 27 3/4" [Blued barrel and engraved hunt scene receiver, turning grey. Single bead
front sights. Laminated hardwood stock with checkered fore grip and pistol grip. Hard plastic
branded butt plate. Overall used condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use
and handling marks] serial # 30897V , PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 5 MKI ROF(F), .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Jungle Carbine with blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight.
Hardwood stock, metal and rubber butt plate. Includes sling rings. No mag included. In well used
condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # P4334
, PAL required

600

197

300 count package of 7,62 X 43 ammunition

125

198

300 count of 7,62 X 43 ammunition

100

199

300 count of 7,62 X 43 ammunition

100

195

196

200a Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model 4, 7.65mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 88mm
[Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights, plastic or bakelite branded checkered grips. Includes two
removable magazines and leather flap holster. Wear on holster and handling areas. In generally
average condition] serial # 141995, certificate # 11705446, FRT # 23295-1 PAL required

150

200b Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model 45, 6.35mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 64mm [Blued
finish, single slide slot sight, branded plastic checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Appears to have had very little use with minor use, storage and handling marks] serial # Z521900,
certificate # 6015204, FRT # 17290-1 PAL required

150

200c

Prohib 12-6 handgun FN-Browning model 1900, 7.65mm mag fed seven shot semi automatic, w/
bbl length 102mm [Blued finish turning brown grey, fixed sights, missing grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Well worn and well used condition] serial # 622915, certificate # 12012772,
FRT # 16739-2 PAL required

200d Prohib 12-6 handgun Hopkins & Allen model Forehand 1901, .38 S&W five shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 83mm [Blued finish turning brown grey, fixed front and rear sights, no grips. In overall well
used condition and loose fittings] serial # A7774, certificate # 12012773, FRT # 24007-2 PAL
required
200e

200f

200g

60

20

Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1919, 6.35 mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 60mm
[Blued finish turning brown grey, fixed sights, metal branded grips. Includes one removable
magazine. Action feels smooth, in overall well used condition] serial # 141775, certificate #
9429333, FRT # 16533-1 PAL required

175

Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model HSC, 7.65mm eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 86mm
[Blued finish, fixed sights, checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Wear in
expected use and holster areas] serial # 784676, certificate # 9429341, FRT # 20860-1 PAL required

200

Prohib 12-6 handgun Burgo model Derringer, .38 Spl two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 7.6mm
[Blued finish, fixed sights with faux ivory grips. Minor bluing wear and appears to have had light

300

use] serial # 086781, certificate # 13402400, FRT # 17138-2 PAL required
201

Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 858 Tactical-2P, 7.62 X 39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
3/4" [Battle painted finish on barrel and receiver, adjustable front and rear sights, original stock,
pistol grip forend. Includes one pinned magazine. Appears to have had little more than test firing,
only minor handling marks throughout.] serial # A662181, PAL required

850

Non-Restricted rifle Kodak Defense Inc. model WR 762, 7.62 X 39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 18 3/4" [Battle finished barrel and receiver, adjustable front and rear sights. Smooth stock,
pistol grip and forend. Includes one pinned magazine. Appears to have had very little use with
minor handling marks, more so on the forend] serial # WS108, PAL required

850

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 5 MK I R0F (F), .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length
20 1/2" [Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, smooth wooden stock, metal and
rubber butt plate, matching numbered magazine and leather strap. Action feels smooth. Includes
tan web rifle case. Handling marks on wood and metal] serial # W3907, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Kodak Defense Inc. model Scorpio, SKS-15, 7.62 X 39 five/ten shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2" [Blue and parkerized style finish, no fixed sights, full length flat
top rail, adjustable stock, checkered pistol grip, flash hider. Includes one 10 shot XCR-L micro pistol
magazine. Minor handling marks throughout] serial # (??) 845, PAL required

550

205

Twenty six full boxes of 5 count each Remington 2 3/4" magnum shotgun ammo. No. 1 buck shot

175

206

Two hardcover books including Colt-An American Legend and The History of Winchester Firearms

80

207

Two Mounted Police books including paperback Arms and Accoutrements of the Mounted Police
1873-1973 and a hardcover and Uniforms of the Canadian Mounted Police

150

208

Six reissue firearms manuals including Colt, Ruger etc.

125

209

Two hardcover books including The British Falling Block Breach Loading Rifle from 1865 and Luger
The Multi National Pistol

125

210

Hardcover book The History of the Colt Revolver

50

211

Three Hardcover books including Center Fire American Rifle Cartridges 1892-1963, American
Shotgun Design and Performance and The Gun and it's Development

50

212

Hardcover book The Book of Colt Firearms

100

213

Large selection of firearms collecting and information books including Hunting and Shooting, The
Best of Field and Stream etc. plus framed trio of Alberta Guide medallions, framed firearms
ephemera and a selection of old time design firearms labels

40

214

Three paperback books including The Sumptuous Flaske, Guns of the Gunfighter and Cartridges of
the World

30

215

Aluminum pistol case, a small plastic pistol case, a Colt Gold Cup National Match factory box and an
aluminum case with most of the original cleaning kit contents

100

216

Large selection of rifle and shotgun barrels, a Slavia 620 air rifle with no stock, three soft cases etc.

70

217

Selection of miscellaneous including a decorative sword, two brass animals including a bear and a
rearing horse, a corporate seal, a rifle Win-Chester pen in box and three Millenium Canada Post
coin sets

20

202

203

204

218

Selection of vintage shotgun ammunition including nine full or near full boxes : Peters 20 gauge
Rustless X 20, Western Super X, CIL, Maxum 12 gauge and a Peters Hi Velocity 12 gauge, a CIL
Maxum 12 gauge and three partials 12 gauge including Etonia, Olympic and Imperial

225

219

Six sets of vintage handcuffs and shackles

300

220

Selection of firearms parts including stocks, receivers, actions etc., note PAL REQUIRED

100

221

Three boxes of Wildlife Art magazines

20

222

Two boxes of U-Line recycled paper shopping bags including 8"X 4 3/4"X10 1/2" product code
19974

30

223

Blackout muzzle brake for 5.56mm

100

224

Brakeout 2.0 compensator

100

225

Blackout Flash Hider

80

226

Brakeout 2.0 compensator

90

227

A box of miscellaneous gun parts including three Troy M4 gas block mounted battle sights, Unidot
fiber optic shotgun sights, scope rings, recoil pad, two Accu-choke Mossberg chokes etc.

125

241

Cabala's Liberty Safe, model D27, serial no. L001759981, 60"X36"X22" set up to store 30 long guns
with Lockdown dehumidifier and an Liberty Safe cool pocket handgun holder. Buyer will be
provided with the combination code.

1300

Slavia 624 Break barrel .177 single shot air rifle, up to 400 FPS. a Bear 30lb bow plus a box of
accessories including Blackhawk left hand holster for a glock, two Master lock trigger alarm locks, a
a leather belt, a diving knife in plastic sheath, a tin of .22 cal. pellets, a Gerber knife and a bag of
Versalite shot gun wads

70

244

Two boxes of twelve no. 2 Oneida Victor coil spring traps

325

245

Three boxes of twelve traps including Blake & Lamb long spring no.3, Montgomery trigger latch
no. 0250 and Oneida Victor no. 1 1/2 coil spring traps

300

246

Seven metal and five plastic AR-15 magazines, all pinned to five

225

247

Canvas duffle bag and contents including webbed shooters vest, Daniel Defense fixed front and
rear sight combo in box, USGI Range plate magpull, selection of knee and elbow pads, leg holster,
butt stock, rifle lock etc. plus Flambeau hard rifle case and a Plano soft case

125

248

Two backpacks including a Excalibur True Timber archery pack with twelve arrows and a
Mountaintop hiker's backpack

175

249

Plano Gun Guard foam fitted for two handguns, includes key

90

243

250a Restricted handgun FN Browning model 1903, 9mm Browning Long 7 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Originally blued finish, fixed front and missing rear sights and handmade wooden
grips. Originally blued finished has been crudely removed leaving tooling marks overall. Ottoman
Empire sultan's crest engraved on top of slide, Arabic writing translated to"7502" and Farsi writing
on right side. Fitted with a compensator/bushing combination, appears shop made. See photos for
proof markings including left side of slide and chamber, as visible through injection port. Includes

325

one seven round magazine.] serial # 34223 , certificate # 19438666 , FRT # 16755-2 PAL required
250b Restricted handgun Llama model Extra, (1911 style), 9mm Largo 9 shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 135mm [Blued finish turning brown grey, fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden
grips, lanyard ring. Worn in use and holster areas, some pitting, overall in well used condition.]
serial # 47860, certificate # 19425150, FRT # 48846-3 PAL required
250c

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Hand Ejct. 38 M&P, .38 Special 6 shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 152mm [Blued or parkerized style finish turning brown. Fixed front and rear
sights, smooth wooden grips. Model three of 1905, change no. 4. Threaded for lanyard, no ring
included. In overall well used condition.] serial # B334380, FRT # 21999-5 PAL required

250d Restricted handgun Stevens model Reliable 42 Pocket rifle, .22 LR single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 254mm [Originally plated finish, well worn. Fixed sights, wooden grips, slotted for shoulder
stock. Hammer does not lock, in well used condition with aggressive scratching and markings all
over.] serial # 23557, certificate # 19438672, FRT # 22372-2 PAL required
250e

250f

250g

300

225

Restricted handgun Hopkins & Allen model XL Bulldog, .38 S&W 5 shot double action revolver, w/
bbl length 152mm [Nickel plated finish, fixed front and rear sights. Bakelite grips, left side grip
broken, missing piece attached. Folding hammer spur missing, front sight has been replaced,
original lanyard ring intact. Overall well used and rust condition.] serial # 8091, certificate #
19425160, FRT # 19890-25 PAL required

90

Restricted handgun Pietta model 1873, .357 Mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued barrel and cylinder, case hardened frame. Fixed sights, smooth wooden grips. Slight
cylinder ring, appears to have had very little use with only minor use storage and handling marks]
serial # F42402, certificate # 18464530, FRT # 94757-23 PAL required

500

Restricted handgun Pietta model 1873, .357 mag six shot single action revolver, w/ bbl length
140mm [Blued barrel and cylinder, case hardened frame. Fixed sights, smooth wooden grips. Slight
cylinder ring, appears to have had very little use with only minor use storage and handling marks]
serial # E17216, certificate # 13140781, FRT # 94757-23 PAL required

550

250h Restricted handgun Ruger model New Single Six, .22 LR/.22 Win mag six shot single action revolver,
w/ bbl length 165mm [Blued finish, fixed sights, branded checkered plastic grips. Includes two
cylinders, one for .22 LR and one for .22 Win Mag. Original fitted case, appears to have had virtually
no use with only minor marks] serial # 26863106, certificate # 18469693, FRT # 22429-13 PAL
required
250j

500

475

Restricted pistol Ruger model Redhawk, .44 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl length
191mm [Stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Wood branded pistol
grips. Cylinder ring, In used condition with nicks, marks and scratches to wood and metal.] serial #
50261238, certificate # 19544256, FRT # 22470-4 PAL required

750

Restricted pistol Ruger model New Model Super Blackhawk, .44 Magnum Six shot single action
revolver, w/ bbl length 191mm [Stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear.
Branded laminated wooden grips. Includes hard branded original case, set of scope ring and rubber
pistol grip. Cylinder ring, overall used condition with nicks, marks and scratches to wood and
metal.] serial # 8842924, certificate # 18583603, PAL required

800

251

Stryker Strykezone 380 crossbow, rated at 380 FSP with 160 lb. draw weight. Includes Excaliber
illuminated scope, fitted hard case, and one dozen target arrows

350

252

Excalibur Equinox crossbar, up to 350 FPS, draw weight 225 lbs. Power stroke 16'5", mass weight
6.4lbs. arrow length 20", arrow weight is 350 grain minimum and trigger pull is approx. 3lbs. Fitted

475

250k

with Excalibur scope, and chin pad in hard fitted case with six bolt cutter broadheads, nine arrows
and mechanical loading crank
253

Mission MXB 320 crossbow, generating speeds up to 320FPS, fitted with Hawke scope in soft case
with three arrows

325

254

Wicked Ridge Warrior crossbow, with arrow speeds up to 350 FPS, draw weight on 150 lbs. Fitted
with Tenpoint scope. Includes six arrows on mounted quiver.

350

255

Horton Summit HD 150, draw weight 150lbs and up to 260 FPS with Talon custom field grade
trigger, single dot red dot sight, Hunter Elite 3-arrow quiver, 3 practice arrows and points

125

256

Five soft rifle cases and one tooled leather rifle case

50

257

Six soft rifle cases

60

258

Two Plano hard rifle cases and a Pillarlock hard rifle case

90

259

Dillon Precision Products Inc. XL 650 case feeder

225

260

Gray plastic tub of horse harnesses

50

261

Cased Kershaw " Golden Bore" knife, serial no. 1213

125

262

Cased Kershaw knife "Golden Bear" no. 2976

150

263

Artisan made knife with 6" blade and carved eagle head motif stag handle, signed by artist R. (?)
includes glass top display case

70

264

Life Time Member Harley Davidson collector's knife with engraved and gilt 5" blade, serial no.
0169148, includes custom presentation wall mount box and magnetic mount

200

265

Selection of sharps including vintage Collins no. 1250 bush knife with 15" blade and leather
scabbard, an unmarked tomahawk and a Kukri with scabbard

225

266

Five bayonets including as marked by consignor USSR AK47, No. 9 Lee Enfield, Canadian Long
Branch no. 4 MK II etc.

150

267

Five bayonets including as marked by consignor Yugoslavia, AKM type II, Hungarian 1959 AKM type
I, British no. 4 MK II * , etc.

100

268

Five bayonets including marked by consignor Sweden M 1896, Belgium FNFAL, British no. 4 MK II
etc.

125

269

Selection of sharps including Buck 124 A, Tanto etc., all with scabbards

275

270

Selection of sharps including Glock knife, boxed PPCLI VP-100 knife with scabbard and three Enfield
spiked bayonets

150

271

Two boxed collectors coins including The Perth Mint( Royal Australia Mint) 2005 ,$1 "Gallipoli
1915" fine silver 99.99%, 11.66 gram coin. originally retailing $64.95 CAD and Royal Australian Mint
from the Famous Battles in Australian History Series " Kapyong 1951" $1, fine silver 99.99%, 31.135
gram coin. originally retailing $ 159.95

60

Three boxed Republic of Liberia collector coins including 1997 issue , $20 "Henry V", " Hannibal"
and " Napolean" each 1 oz. coin is .925 sterling silver and retailed for $69.95

70

272

273

Two cased Royal Canadian Mint collector coins from the Second World War Battlefront Series
including 2016 "The Battle of Hong Kong" and 2018 " The Invasion of Sicily", each $20 coin is
99.99% pure fine silver and weighs 31.39 grams. Originally retailed for $94.95 each

90

Two cased Royal Canadian Mint collectors coins from the First World War Battlefront Series
including 2017 " The Battle of Passchendaele" and 2015" The Battle of Neuve-Chapelle" each $20
coin is 99.99% pure fine silver and weights 31.39 grams. Originally retailed $94.95

100

275

Metal gun locker set up for eight long guns, 55" X 21" X 10"

150

276

Condor Manufacturing metal security locker set up for eight long guns, 55" X 21"X 10"

125

277

Homak steel security cabinet 55" X 21" X 16", set up for handguns and fitted with interior lock box
and attached smaller handgun locker on top, 18" X 21" X 10"

375

278

Metal gun locker to fit 12 long guns, 64" X 24" X 20"

250

279

Selection of leather accessories including belt with double holster, ammo. belt and three
ammunition pouches

125

280

Three boxes 50 count boxes of Teller and Bellot .22 WMR, and one 19 count box of .22 WMR a
walnut rifle stock and a leather rifle case

175

281

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.65 X 39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Dark hardwood stock
with metal butt plate. Fitted with bayonet and cleaning rod, appears to be all matching numbers.
Appears to have had light use, storage, use and handling marks] serial # KM2596, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS, 7.62 X 39 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and evaluation adjustable rear sights. Black synthetic
adjustable stock. Fitted with a Bushnell 3X-9X40 scope. Angled foregrip, note missing bayonet and
cleaning rod. Includes five round removable magazine. Appears to have had only light use with
storage and handling marks] serial # 3783, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard, .308 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver. Synthetic "Boneyard Blaze" stock. No fixed sights. Fitted with Cabala 3-12X40
scope. Light use if any, storage and handling marks] serial # VB110568, PAL required

650

284

Late 19th century Nepalese Kukir with heavy swollen blade 13 1/2" in length in black leather
scabbard with silver accents plus two companion daggers

225

285

Late 19th century Nepalese Kukri with heavy swollen 13" blade with brown leather scabbard with
decorative accents plus two companion daggers

200

286

Persian Khanjar dagger with Wootz fading damascus blade and chiseled lion eating pray, waisted
steel hilt and decorative gold markings

400

287

Indian Katar dagger with 10" double sided blade with elephant decoration, 18" overall length

100

288

Lot of three Ash branded knives including a 440C steel survival knife with walnut handle, plus two
knives with Damascus blades, one is a double blade folder with a micarta and bone handle and
Damascus skinner with gut hook and a walnut and brass handle

90

Three of Ash branded 440C steel knives including a stainless survival knife with buffalo horn
handles, a stainless skinner with gut hook and buffalo horn handle and a stainless mini dagger with

90

274

282

283

289

buffalo horn and brass handle
290

Three Ash branded knives including two 440C steel knives, one is a bowie knife with wood and
micarta handle and brass pommel, a stainless mini dagger with walnut and brass handle plus a
Damascus skinner with a bone handle

80

Lot of the knives, two Ash branded including one stainless steel kitchen knife with laminated
wooden handle and one Damascus kitchen knife with walnut handle plus a Damascus straight razor
with wood and brass handle

125

292

Lot of three Ash branded knifes including one Damascus survival knife with walnut handle, a
Damascus folding knife with camo bone handle and one Damascus cleaver with walnut handle

175

293

Three Ash branded knives two 440C steel knives including one stainless bowie knife with wooden
and brass handle, a mini dagger with buffalo horn and brass handle and one Damascus survival
knife with walnut handle

90

Lot of three Ash branded knives including one stainless 440C steel mini dagger with walnut handle,
a Damascus bowie knife with wood and brass handle and a Damascus mini cleaver with laminated
handle

125

Lot of three Ash branded knives including a stainless 440C steel bowie knife with camo bone handle
and eagle head pommel, a stainless skinner with gut hook and micarta handle plus a Damascus
folding knife with micarta handle

90

296

Painted buffalo skull, approximately 27" tip of horn to nose

150

301

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12, 22 S, L & LR pump action, w/ bbl length 22 3/4" [Blued
finish turning brown grey, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock,
branded plastic butt plate, cracked at both screw location and bottom half inch of butt plate
missing. Action feels smooth with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal] serial #
322298, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted shotgun Chaparral Arms model 1897, 12 ga. 2 3/4" pump action, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver, single bead sight, smooth wooden stock and forend, checkered
plastic butt plate. Includes original box, appears to have had very little use with only minor
handling, use and storage marks] serial # W970039, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Mohawk, .22 S, L & LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 27"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Original manufacturers hang tag intact. Surface rust and nicks on metal,
especially on receiver. Some finish on stock worn off, mainly in handling areas plus additional
marks on wood and metal] serial # NIL, PAL required

225

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 24, 16 ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
26" [Blued barrel and receiver, single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Branded
plastic butt plate. Worn bluing, especially in handling areas. Nicks and marks to wood and metal]
serial # 50102, PAL required

425

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BL-22, .22 S, L & LR lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. High gloss wooden stock and forend.
Branded plastic butt plate. Includes original box and manual. Appears to have had very little to no
use with only minor handling and storage marks] serial # 02138PR126, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 4 MK 1, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22 1/2"

175

291

294

295

302

303

304

305

306

[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and non-original adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden
sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Other modifications including machining original sight
mounts off receiver etc. Includes one magazine, action feels smooth. Nicks and marks to wood and
metal including missing section on front left of stock] serial # BV19771, PAL required
307

308

309

310

311

312

313

314

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield (BSA) model SHT. LE III*, .303 BRIT ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25
1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth sporterized stock,
carved in finger grooves, recoil pad. Action feels smooth, Nicks and scratches to wood and metal]
serial # 97331, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model 27 E, 12 ga. 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 28 1/2"
[Blued ribbed barrels and receiver, single bead sight (missing) wooden stock with checkered pistol
grip and forend. Branded bakelite butt plate. Sides of receiver engraved with wildlife scenes. Right
side of stock has 1" X 1/2" chip near receiver. Rear bottom underside of stock re glued. Nicks and
marks to wood and metal] serial # T16723, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf model Custom Mauser, 6.5x55mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 28
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front sight (tip missing) no fixed rear sight. Fitted with
TacVector Viper 8-32X50E-SF scope with covers. Carl Gustaf branded wooden stock with adjustable
cheek rest, stock and scope have been painted in snow camo. Bolt reworked to fit below scope.
Action feels smooth. Use, storage and handling marks on stock and barrel] serial # 167629, PAL
required

500

Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500, 12 ga. 2 3/4" & 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 24"
[Camouflage rifled barrel pre attached scope base, camouflage receiver, polymer stock and forend.
Mossberg branded recoil pad. Includes 24" Accu-choke ribbed barrel with fiber optic sights and one
choke plus a 28" Accu-choke ribbed barrel with two bead sights and one installed choke. Generally
appears used by not abused with use and handling marks throughout] serial # U901698, PAL
required

450

Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model 456, 6.5x55mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 19 1/2" [Blued
barrel and receiver, fixed front and rear sights. Full length wooden stock with checkered semi pistol
grip and metal butt plates. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-9X, 40 scope with scope covers. Mag plate
stamped 868, Muzzle band stamped 721, rear of bolt stamped 881. Missing front sling ring. Action
feels smooth. Stock appears refinished and has assorted repairs. Handling, storage and use marks
on wood and metal] serial # 698710, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted rifle Swedish model K 31, 7.5 X 55 mm Swiss six shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning grey, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood stock,
metal butt plate. Leather sling. Includes one magazine number 759359. Matching numbered bolt
and barrel. Action feels smooth. Use and handling and storage marks on wood and metal] serial #
707177, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted shotgun W. Richards model SXS, 12 ga. two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30"
[Blued finish barrel and receiver turning grey. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Simulated weave butt plate with dog picture cameo. External hammers, 3"
long sliver of front left side of forend missing. Much of the bluing worn. Hammer trigger set ups
working, overall appears to be more of a wall hanger] serial # NIL, PAL required

125

Non-Restricted shotgun Spanish model SXS, 16 ga. 2 3/4" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 27
1/2" [Blued barrel with single bead sight. Left side choked 15.9, 16.6, right side chokes 16.2, 16.6.
Chrome or stainless receiver with engraving all over. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip,
butt plate is missing. Cocking bars not installed but are included. Screws missing on both sides.
Stock broken and repaired through middle of pistol grip. No obvious missing parts but not

275

guaranteed. Possible parts gun or wall hanger] serial # 92782, PAL required
315

Antique hand forged spear head with cross hatching and rivets, overall length 21 3/4" with blade
length of 13" note damage to spear tip

40

316

Rusted Nepalese Kukri with heavy damaged 12 1/2" blade and scabbard

40

317

Double bladed Bichwa, overall length 9 1/2" with blade length of 5 3/4"

425

318

Javanese Kris with broken carved wooden scabbard, carved wooden grip, rusted and damaged 12"
double sided blade, overall length 16 1/2"

40

321

Four sets of dies including three Lee 9mm Luger, factory 455 Webley, 45 ACP and a RCBS 357
mag/38 special

150

322

Eight sets of Lee reloading dies including 7mm Rem mag, 6mm Rem/240 Rem, 7.57 Mauser, 7mm
Express (280 Rem), 300 Savage, 7mm/ 08, 22 Hornet and 218 Bee, two of which are still factory
sealed

225

Nine sets of reloading dies including seven RCBS, 25/06, .300 H&H mag, .227 Savage, .270 Win,
7.5mmX 54 FRN MAS, 280 Rem, .220 Swift and a set of Lyman .416 Rigby and a set of Redding 225
Win

225

Nine sets of Lee dies including 22/250 Remington, 30/30 Winchester, 8X 57 Mauser, 350
Remington magnum, 7.62X39 Russian, 300 Win mag, 6.5 Rem mag. 303 Winchester and 260
Remington

250

325

Eight Lee dies sets including 458 Winchester magnum, 375 H&H magnum, 8mm Lebel, 35 Whelen,
6.8 Remington SPC, 300 Win short mag, 6.65 Carcano and 250 Savage

200

326

Lee Turret press with accessories including 44 magnum dies, and a Lyman multi stage press

225

327

Two full boxes of twenty round including Remington 444 Marlin 240 grain soft point and
Remington 45-70 Government 405 grain

90

328

Twenty four rounds of Remington .350 Rem mag 200 grain Core-lokt

125

329

Selection of ammunition including fourteen rounds of Winchester .32 Win Special 170 grain, full
twenty count box of Dominion .22 Savage 70 grain, sixteen rounds of Remington 22-250, 55 grain, a
full twenty count box of Hornady 220 Swift 55 grain and fourteen rounds of Remington 250 Savage
100 grain.

100

330

Two full 20 count boxes of Remington 30-40 Krag 180 grain soft point

70

331

Eighteen rounds of Remington 338 Win mag 225 grain and thirteen round of reload 338 in CaseGard case

40

332

Selection of ammunition including full twenty count box of 6.5mm Rem mag 120 grain, full twenty
count box of 6.8 Remington SPC 115 grain, full twenty count box of Remington 6.5 Rem mag 120
grain, full twenty count box of Norma 6.5 Jap 160 grain and eight rounds of Remington 6.5 Rem
mag 120 grain and sixteen rounds of Lellier & Dellot 7.62 X 54 180 grain

200

Selection of .44 Rem mag including three full 25 count boxes of Remington 240 grain soft point,
one full 50 count box of American Eagle 44 rem mag 240 grain JHP, 22 rounds of Winchester Super
X and approximately 60 rounds of empty brass

150

323

324

333

334

Selection of ammunition including eleven rounds of Remington 300 Win mag, Case-Guard plastic
ammunition case, 93 rounds of 250 Savage, possible reloads. Case-Guard with 101 of 300 Win mag
empty cases plus a selection of 250 Savage brass

80

335

Soft rifle case and a Redfield 2X-7X scope, note crosshair appears wonky, buy as project or parts

30

336

Selection of ammunition including 23 rounds Imperial no. 2 12 gauge, five rounds of Winchester 12
gauge 3" one ounce slugs, two full 50 count boxes of Imperial .22 LR and 90 rounds of Nitron .22 LR,
Three trigger locks which are keyed alike and a soft rifle case

50

337

Two foam hard pistol cases and two Cabela brand small gun socks

50

338

Selection of ammunition including two full 25 count boxes of Metero 2 3/4" 12 gauge no. 5,
assorted bags of miscellaneous including 45 ACP, 9mm, .303 Brit, 380 etc.

80

339

Selection of miscellaneous including 6 pce. punch set, Craftsman screw extractor set, partial
cleaning kits, small case with drill bits, plastic tray with assorted firearms related parts and pieces
etc.

30

Selection of .44 Rem mag ammunition including three full 50 count boxes including Remington 180
grain JSP, American Eagle 240 grain JSP and Fiocchi 240 grain SJSP plus 13 round of Winchester 240
grain HSP and 25 rounds reloads plus a small range bag

125

Selection of ammunition including nine rounds of .300 WSM in small Case-Gard case, ten rounds of
.338 Win mag in Case-Gard case, twenty seven round of 7mm Rem mag in Case-Gard case and
seventeen round of factory Federal .300 Win short mag, note assume non-factory cases contain
reloaded ammunition

50

343

Selection of .17 HMR ammunition including five full and one half 50 count box of Hornady V Max, a
full 200 count rounds of CCI 17 grain Varmint tip plus a .17 cal cleaning kit and a Plano shell case

125

344

Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms model Hawken Rifle Reproduction, .45 Percussion
single shot muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 28" [Octagonal blued barrel and case hardened receiver.
Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock, brass butt plate and brass
furniture including patch box. Includes ram rod with attachment. In well used condition, mark and
nicks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 91835, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Investarms model Hawken Rifle Reproduction, .45 Percussion single shot
Muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 28" [Octagonal blued barrel and case hardened receiver. Fixed front
sights and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with brass butt plate and furniture and patch box
. Double trigger mechanism. Includes ram rod. In used condition with mark and nicks to wood and
metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 78968, PAL required

350

Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BLR, .358 Win lever action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed and rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell scope. High gloss wooden stock and
foregrip. Checkered pistol grip and straight hand grip. In well used condition with marks and nicks
to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 06643MW341, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894, 38-55 cal lever action, w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown grey. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock and forend with metal butt plate. In well used condition with rusting and pitting to
metal parts, nicks and scratches to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial #
182454, PAL required

425

Non-Restricted rifle JRC model Junior Carbine, .45 ACP eight shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18

750

341

342

345

346

347

348

3/4" [Parkerized barrel and black metal finish receiver. No fixed sight and adjustable stock. Plastic
pistol grip. Includes one 8 shot magazine. Has had light use with nicks and scratches to metal and
stock. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # JRCV O47684, PAL required
349

Non-Restricted rifle Mauser (Spandau) model 71/84, 11 mm bolt action, w/ bbl length 31" [Blued
partial octagonal barrel and blued receiver turning brown. Fixed front sight and elevation
adjustable rear flip up sight. Woodn stock with metal butt plate. Attached sling rings. Appears well
use with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 9180, PAL
required

550

350a Restricted handgun Colt model 1911 US Army, 45 auto seven shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
127mm [Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front and rear sight. Wooden checkered
grips. Appears well used with storage, use and handling marks] serial # 591701, certificate #
19697695, FRT # 36104-1 PAL required

900

350b Restricted handgun High Standard model Sentinal, .22 LR nine shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front and rear sight. Plastic checkered
grips. In well worn condition, cylinder ring, action appears smooth. Use, storage and handling
marks] serial # 1200722, certificate # 19697694 , FRT # 19757-4 PAL required

225

350c

Restricted handgun Norinco model MP22, 9mm ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 112mm
[Blued barrel and action. Fixed sights. Hard rubber grips. Removable Itac Def stock. Includes
original box, two 10 shot magazines, instruction manual and a Trace red dot scope. Appears to
have had little use, with minor use, storage and handling marks] serial # A062812, certificate #
19538633, FRT # 87978-1 PAL required

350d Restricted handgun Para Ordnance model 1911 LTT, 9mm nine shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
108mm [Stainless and black finished receiver. Fixed front and rear dot sights. Wooden checkered
branded pistol grips. Skeletonized handle and trigger. Includes original box and two nine shot
magazines. In used condition with use, storage and handling marks] serial # P235982, certificate #
19147972, FRT # 122139-5 PAL required
350e

350f

350g

375

500

Restricted handgun Auto Ordnance model 1911-A1 Competition, .45 ACP eight shot semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 152mm [Stainless barrel and blued receiver. Fixed front sight, adjustable
rear sight. Rubber branded pistol grips. Blued compensator, extended mag release. Partially
skeletonized hammer. Flaired mag well. Includes one 8 shot magazine. In well used condition with
storage, use and handling marks] serial # E08378, certificate # 19686968, FRT # 15661-11 PAL
required

600

Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 41, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
177mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sights and adjustable rear. Half checkered wooden
pistol grips. Includes three 10 shot magazines. In used condition with storage, use and handling
marks to wood and metal] serial # A614057, certificate # 19686969, FRT # 21878-3 PAL required

800

Restricted handgun Mauser model C96 Broomhandle, 7.65X35 ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 140mm [Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights. Smooth wooden pistol grips. Pitting to all metal parts, in well used condition. Nicks,
scratches and use, handling and storage marks throughout] serial # 152327, certificate # 18110539,
FRT # 28788-2 PAL required

1100

350h Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 40, 40 S&W ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 108mm [Blued barrel and slide. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sights. Hard black
synthetic lower. Includes four 10 shot magazines, one set of interchangeable grips and foam lined
hard case. Has had light use with storage, handling and use marks] serial # MPM6078, certificate #

500

19642349, FRT # 127241-1 PAL required
350j

350k

351

352

353

354

355

356

357

Restricted rifle Dominion Arms model DA556, 556 cal five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 368
[Parkerized barrel and black finished receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Black synthetic
stock with cleaning kit in storage. Plastic foregrip and checkered pistol grip. Includes one five shot
mag and attached sling ring and muzzle brake. Smooth action in light used condition with marks
and nicks to stock and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 000407-13CN13CA,
certificate # 18344255, FRT # 144559 PAL required

600

Restricted rifle Poly Technologies/Norinco model CQ-A, 556/223 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 271mm [Parkerized barrel and black finish receiver. Fixed front sight. Fitted with Barska red
dot plus laser sight combination sight. Adjustable stock. Ribbed pistol grip and plastic forend.
Includes one five shot magazine and original carry handle. Smooth action, appears to have had light
use with minor nicks and scratches to stock and metal. Use, handling and storage marks] serial #
00131810, certificate # 19608728, FRT # 161767-1 PAL required

650

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 12 ga. single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brownish grey. Single bead front sight. Hard wood stock and forend.
Hard rubber butt plate. In well used condition, chipping to foregrip, pitting to receiver and barrel,
nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 62305, PAL required

100

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39, .22 S, L & LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown grey. Fixed frong sight and elevation adjustable rear sight.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Smooth action with nicks and marks to wood and
metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # NIL, PAL required

150

Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf (1906) model 1896, 6.5X55 Swedish bolt action, w/ bbl length 29
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight.
Smooth wood stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling ring. Includes cleaning rod. Missing
barrel cover. Appears to be all matching numbers. Smooth action, well used condition with marks
and nicks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # JV231680, PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Ross model Mk II, .303 Brit bolt action, w/ bbl length 30 1/2" [Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight and rear elevation adjustable rear sight and fitted with a BSA rear flip up
adjustable sight. Smooth wooden stock, metal butt plate and fitted with sling rings. Action feel
smooth with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 3686,
PAL required

2250

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model SHT 22 IV*, .22 LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Full wooden stock with
brass butt plate. Includes sling rings, and one hollow magazine. Smooth action, well used condition
with nicks and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # L9271, PAL
required

800

Non-Restricted sxs shotgun Lyell model Percussion shotgun, muzzle loader, w/ bbl length 28"
[Brown Damascus barrel with engraved case hardened turned brown receiver. Single bead front
sight. Smooth wooden stock and checkered foregrip and straight hand stock. Metal butt plate.
Includes ramrod. Well used condition with marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling
marks] serial # NIL, PAL required

850

Antique handgun MAS model 1892 "Lebel Revolver", 8mm French Ordnance 6 double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 117mm [Blued half octagoned barrel and receiver, Fixed front and rear
sights, checkered wooden grips. Smooth action, cylinder flips out to the right. Left side of frame can
swing out to reveal inner workings of the firearm. has lanyard ring Dater on barrel "S 1895". Bluing
is turning grey and has in some parts, also has pitting in some areas. Firearm is in overall used

1900

looked after aged appropriate condition, see photos for more detail.] serial # F65102, No PAL
required
358

Japanese Wakizashi with 14" blade, note minor nicks to edge and faded tempered line, signature
underneath original leather wrapped grip, metal guard with two spacers, wooden Saya with
wrapped purportedly manta ray skin inlaid with bronze, some pieces missing and a silver end cap,
plus a small companion knife

1000

359

19th century middle eastern Churi, wooden nailed grip, brass accents, slightly chipped 10 1/4"
blade with an overally length of 14 1/2"

250

360

Unknown Javanese Kris with 11 3/4" blade, wooden and brass grip, 16" overall length

40

361

Selection of sharps including cased 56 Years of Excellence Mac Tools, Mac Racing, 1995 Mac Tools
Gator Nationals, Live to Ride etc.

50

362

Four bayonets including as marked by consignor a Belgium FN FAL type A, USSR AKM type I
transitional and two Enfield spike bayonets

125

363

Five bayonets including as described by consignor Eygpt Hakim and four Enfield spike bayonets

250

364

Selection of sharps including vintage survival knife, fixed blade sheath knives, multi-tool etc. plus a
mini Maglite AA ( not tested) etc.

275

365

Four bayonets including as marked by consignor France M-1886, German M-1898/05 2nd pattern
with sawback remove, no scabbard plus an antique unidentified bayonet with 9" blade marked
KOBHVN 02 and a Mauser Model 1909 with scabbard plus two scabbard without bayonets

275

Six vintage bayonets including as marked by consignor Sweden M-1896, four Enfield spiked
bayonets and a Ross Rifle Co. MK II dated Nov. 1915, note this bayonet has had grinding on the
handle and a blade sharpened many time and does not include a scabbard

125

367

Selection of training aids including two AF-AMK training knives, two wooden broad swords and
wooden Katana plus a wooden mace

60

368

Selection of sharps including two machetes marked U.S Ontario Knife Company with plastic
scabbard with knife sharpeners plus two faux stag handles knives, one large, one small

225

369

Ross Rifle Company as marked by consignor M-1910 MK 11, dated 1915 bayonet blade and leather
wrapped scabbard

150

370

Pair of R.C.M.P dress boot spurs, a leather revolver flap holster, a belt with brass hammer and
sickle buckle and a PPCLI VP belt with buckle

50

371

Wooden ammo. box with selection of belts etc. including Western style belt and holster, two
vintage military ammo. belts etc.

100

372

Selection of miscellaneous firearms items including two metal ammo. boxes, misc. stocks, bottle of
Hoppe's solvent, small wood and glass display case etc.

250

373

Plastic tub containing vintage and surplus webbing including belts, pouches etc. and a tray with
small scope, military flashlight, survival kit etc.

60

374

Selection of assorted ammunition including a surplus ammo belt with 50 rounds of .308,
approximately 150 rounds of .22 LR, 10 rounds of Imperial 30-30, a full 50 count box of UMC .380
automatic, two full 20 round boxes of Winchester 170 grain Super X 30-30, ammo. belt with 19

80

366

round of 12ga. shotguns and a small selection of collector ammo, empty brass etc.
375

Selection of firearms cases including three hard pistol cases, two hard rifle cases and three soft rifle
cases, note foam does smell

250

376

Selection of ammunition including three Winchester 25 count boxes of 12 ga. no.4 shot, one 14
count box of Winchester 12 ga. no. 4, a 20 count box of Winchester 270 win, a Federal 20 count
box of 270 win, a 20 count box of Winchester 30-06 SPRG, an 8 count box of Federal 30-06 SPRG, a
13 count box of Federal 243 Win, a 400 rounds of Winchester Wildcat .22 long and a 12 count box
of Winchester 410 gauge.

150

Selection of miscellaneous gun supplies including Hoppe's Cleaning kit, a bag with four duck calls, a
.17 cal model 504 rifle mag. a small hunter knife with leather sheath, two gun slings, two rifle locks,
an ammo. belt, headphones, water jug etc. plus a metal file box with key

50

378

Outbound Toaster 10,000 sleeping bag with canvas carrying case

225

379

Selection of scopes including BSA Mil-Dot 3-9X40 rifle scope, Simmons 8-point 3-9X40,rifle scope, a
Bell 3-9X32 scope, a Daisy pellet gun scope

125

380

Two soft rifle cases and a Plano hard rifle case

40

381

Antique rifle Jukar model Kentucky Rifle Reprod., .45cal single shot flint lock, w/ bbl length 32"
[Blued octagonal barrel turned brown grey, fixed sights. Full wood stock with brass accents and
ramrod. Marks on wood and metal] serial # 138905, No PAL required

250

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 4 Mk I *, .303 Brit mag fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 25 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver, fixed sights removed. Fitted with S & K scope base. Smooth sporterized
stock with brass butt plate and sling rings. Left side of receiver stamped "US Property", electric
pencil marked "No. 4 MK 1/3 (F) FTR", stamped "5 No.4 MK1*" and other markings, see photos.
Marks and repairs on stock, use and handling marks on metal] serial # 72C2764, PAL required

200

Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84, 16 ga. single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length 30" [Blued
full choke barrel and receiver, single bead sight. Smooth wood stock and forend. Top half inch of
plastic butt plate missing, well worn on wood and metal] serial # 34517, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 4 MK1, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25 1/4"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, sporterized stock
and metal butt plate. Top left of receiver stamped "US Property", missing barrel band. Includes on
magazine. Action feels smooth. Nicks and marks on wood and metal] serial # 0C25606, PAL
required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model Yukon, 50 cal single shot muzzleloader, w/ bbl length 24"
[Blued barrel, fixed front and adjustable rear fiber optic sights. Synthetic one piece stock with
checkered pistol and fore grip, branded recoil pad. Includes ramrod, appears to have little use, only
minor storage, use and handling marks] serial # 141305579406, PAL required

175

Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60, .22 S, L & LR tube fed bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Blued
barrel and receiver turning brown gray, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth
stock, metal butt plate. Left rear side of barrel electric pencil marked "418-2" left side of receiver
drilled and tap for scope mount. Action feel smooth, marks on wood and metal] serial # NIL, PAL
required

200

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg & Sons model 352KB, .22 SHV, L, LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with branded

150

377

382

383

384

385

386

387

plastic butt plate, finger groove trigger guard, fold down front pistol grip is missing. Sling rings
missing and no magazine included. Marks and nicks to wood and metal] serial # NIL, PAL required
388

389

Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model 62, .22 S,L & LR pump action, w/ bbl length 23" [Blued barrel and
receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wood stock with branded plastic
butt plate, ribbed forend. Blue fading on receiver, primarily on right side. Use and handling marks
on wood and metal] serial # G35053, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Uberti model Lightening, .45 Long Colt pump action, w/ bbl length 20" [Blued
octagonal barrel with fixed front and elevation adjustable buckhorn rear sights. Case hardened
receiver, smooth wooden stock with blued metal butt plate, checkered forend. Appears to have
had very little use only minor handling, storage and use marks] serial # G00023, PAL required

1200

390

Crate of greased military style metal butt plates

20

391

Crate of greased military style metal butt plates

20

392

Crate of greased military style metal butt plates

20

393

Crate of greased military style metal butt plates

20

401

Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1300, 50 Anniversary DUL, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" pump
action, w/ bbl length 28" [Limited edition Ducks Unlimited 50th Years of Conservation 156/400.
Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. High gloss wooden stock, rubber butt plate.
Checkered pistol grip and ribbed forend. Engraved receiver with Ducks Unlimited logo and ducks.
Includes three chokes and choke tool. Appears to have had light use if any. Includes branded Ducks
Unlimited hard case and manual] serial # 50DU156, PAL required

700

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 597, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Synthetic black stock and hard plastic butt plate. Fitted
with Remington 3-9X32 scope. Appears to have had only light use if any. Storage and handling
marks. Includes original box and manual] serial # D2961043, PAL required

300

Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms model Venture, .300 Win mag three shot bolt action,
w/ bbl length 24" [Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Black synthetic stock with rubber butt
plate. Rubber pistol grip and forend. Includes on three shot magazine. Appears to have had only
light use if any. Storage and handling marks. Included original box and manual] serial # TDY1737,
PAL required

475

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Fieldmaster 572, .22 S, L & LR pump action, w/ bbl length 21
1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Laminated wooden
stock with checkered fore grip and pistol grip. Hard plastic butt plate. In used condition with mark
and nicks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks. Includes original box] serial #
E1407376, PAL required

450

Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model Buck Stalker, .50 cal 1/28" single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 23" [Blued barrel and receiver. Black synthetic stock with branded butt plate. Fitted with
Traditions 3-9X40 scope. Black powder or Pyrodex only. Nicks and marks to stock and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 141300776918, PAL required

225

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American, 243 Win bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Parkerized
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Synthetic black stock with rubber butt plate. Includes one
magazine. In lightly used condition, nicks and marks to metal and stock. Storage, use and handling
marks. Includes original box, manuals and paperwork] serial # 69334509, PAL required

400

402

403

404

405

406

407

408

409

410

411

412

413

414

415

416

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American, 7mm Rem mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 24" [Alloy
steel barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Black synthetic stock with rubber butt plate. Fitted with
picatinny rail. No mag included. In lightly used condition with light use and handling marks. Includes
original box and manual] serial # 69702117, PAL required

450

Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and flip up rear sight. Synthetic black stock with checkered
forend and pistol grip. Includes two ten shot magazines. Appears in lightly used condition. Marks
and nicks to stock and metal. Storage, handling and use marks. Includes original box] serial #
82107817, PAL required

325

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis, .223 bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Black synthetic stock with rubber butt plate. Ribbed pistol grip and fore
grip. Fitted with Weaver 3-9X40 scope. Included on box magazine. Appears to have had only light
us if any. Storage and handling marks. Includes original box and manual] serial # J682251, PAL
required

475

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1187 Sportsman Super Mag, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" semi
automatic, w/ bbl length 28" [Camouflage barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Camo. stock
and forend with rubber grip on forend and pistol grip. Rubber butt plate. Includes sling and one
removable choke. Appears to have had only light use. Storage, use and handling marks. Includes
original, manual and choke tool] serial # SM109925, PAL required

600

Non-Restricted O&U shotgun IGA model Condor Comp, 12 ga. 3" two sot hinge break, w/ bbl length
30" [Blued barrel and scrollwork engraved receiver with gilt trigger. Double bead sight. Smooth
hardwood stock and checkered forend and pistol grip, rubber butt plate. In lightly used condition
with marks and nicks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks. Includes original box]
serial # R5614410, PAL required

550

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 597, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 20"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Synthetic gray stock with branded hard plastic butt plate. Fitted with
Remington 3-9X32 scope. Appears to have had light use. Nicks and marks to stock and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks] serial # D2949389, PAL required

250

Non-Restricted sxs shotgun Baikal model MP-43KH, 12 ga 3" two shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
20" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sights. Smooth hardwood stock and forend. Plastic
butt plate. Checkered pistol grip and forend. Includes two sling rings, three chokes and choke tool.
Appears to have had only light use. Storage, use and handling marks. Includes original box] serial #
12474444, PAL required

650

Non-Restricted O&U shotgun Mossberg model Silver Reserve, 410 2 3/4", 3" two shot hinge break,
w/ bbl length 26" [Blued barrel and stainless engraved and gilt bird motif receiver plus gilt trigger.
Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock and checkered pistol grip and forend. Rubber butt plate.
Appears to have had only light use if any. Storage and handling marks. Includes original box and
manual. The action will extract the cases for manual ejection] serial # TR410011102, PAL required

550

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" pump action, w/ bbl length 27 3/4"
[Parkerized barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock and forend. Rubber butt
plate. Checkered fore grip and pistol grip. In lightly used condition with marks on wood and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks. Includes original box and manual] serial # RS44038F, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 60, .22 LR semi automatic, w/ bbl length 19" [Stainless barrel and
receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with hard
plastic butt plate. Appears to have has had only light use if any. Light storage and handling marks.

350

Includes original box and manual] serial # MM80110J, PAL required
417

Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870DM, 12 ga. 2 3/4", 3" six shot pump action, w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Synthetic stock and ribbed
synthetic fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Includes detachable six shot magazine. Appears to have had
only light use, if any. Light storage and handling marks. Includes original box and manual] serial #
CC67748E, PAL required

400

Non-Restricted rifle Howa model 1500, .223 cal five shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 20" barrel
[Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with picatinny rail. Synthetic woodland
camouflage stock. Rubber butt plate.Appears to have had only light use, with light storage and
handling marks. Includes original and manual] serial # B306389, PAL required

475

air rifle UMAREX model Beretta CX4 Storm, .177 semi automatic, w/ bbl length 17 1/2" [Blued
barrel. Adjustable front and rear sights. Black synthetic stock with pistol grip and thumb hole. 495
FPS. Includes one 30 shot magazine. Appear to have only light use if any. Includes original box and
instruction manual] serial # NIL, No PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 783, . 270 Win three shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 22"
[Parkerized barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Black matte synthetic stock with rubber butt plate.
Note handle broken off of bolt. Appears to have had light use. Storage and handling marks.
Includes original box and manual] serial # RM057403, PAL required

375

Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 715T, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18"
[Parkerized barrel. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Synthetic black stock, receiver and
barrel shroud, Adjustable stock. Includes two magazines. Has had light us if any. Storage and
handling marks. Includes original and manual] serial # ELG3436701, PAL required

450

Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis, .22-250 Rem bolt action, w/ bbl length 22" [Parkerized
barrel and receiver. No fixed sight. Matte black synthetic stock with rubber butt plate and ribbed
pistol grip and forend. Includes one box mag. Appears to have had only light use if any. Storage and
handling marks. Includes original box and manual] serial # J682309, PAL required

450

Non-Restricted air rifle Crossman model Vantage NP, .177 cal single shot hinge break, w/ bbl length
18 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Full wood stock with
rubber butt plate. Up to 1200 FPS. Overall light use with nicks and marks to wood and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks] serial # D15X04772, PAL required

80

Non-Restricted air rifle Crossman model Benjamin Titan NP, .177 cal single shot hinge break, w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" [Blued barrel and receiver. Hard wood ambidextrous stock with comfortable thumb
hole cut out. Rubber butt plate. Fitted with Center Point 4X32 scope. Has had light use with nicks
and marks to wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # 017X12711, PAL required

125

425

Japanese dagger with carved bone handle, overall length 9" with a blade length of 5 3/4"

200

426

19th century short sword with wooden handle and brass hand guard, wooden brass accented
scabbard, 18 1/2" blade and overall length of 23 1/2"

125

427

Malaysian brass mounted Klewang sword with embossed brass covered scabbard, 11 1/2" blade
and overall length of 16 1/4"

150

428

Two hardcover books including The Military Medal Canadian Recipents 1916-1922 and Winchesters
Finest, the Model 21

70

429

Three hardcover books including To Keep and Bear Arms, The Book of Pistols and Revolvers and

30

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

The Complete Book of Rifles and Shotguns
430

A large selection of trigger locks and a bag of keys, no guarantee that the keys match the locks

70

431

Three paperback volumes of Military medals yearbooks 1986, 1993 and 1995

20

432

Twenty six trigger locks with keys, six new in package

125

433

Twenty three trigger locks and four cable locks, all with keys

150

434

Selection of books including Small Arms of the World, A Scientist and His Experiences with
Corruption and Treason in the US Military- Industrial Establishment etc.

20

435

Large selection of screw type plastic trigger locks

60

436

Surplus bayonet with scabbard

150

437

Two vintage 12 gauge loading tools, one cast and one brass

50

438

Remington Model H-45 dummy launcher with two styles of projectile holders and two new in
package projectiles including Plastic Launcher Dummy and a Canvas Launcher Dummy

60

439

Selection of vintage receivers including shot gun, Winchester etc. PAL REQUIRED

70

440

Selection of vintage receivers and parts including shotgun, Winchester etc. PAL REQUIRED

50

441

Selection of vintage stone arrowheads

150

442

Selection of vintage stone arrowheads

100

443

Selection of miscellaneous rifle ammo. including .300 Win mag, .303 British, 22 LR, 7mm blanks, 12
gauge etc.

60

444

Box lot of books including Country and Western Americana, Blue Book of Values, The Military Horse
etc.

30

445

Selection of framed memorabilia including two vintage prints, each signed by Blake Cooke
decendant of William Cooke who was sent into battle by Custer plus, a framed Winchester
promotional and a hardcover copy of the Custer Album

30

Selection of ammo. including full 20 count box of Federal 270 Win, mixed selection of 20 round of
270 Win. 13 rounds of .308 Win, full 20 count box of Imperial 7mm, a full 20 count box of
Winchester .303 British and matching 20 spent cases, 65 rounds of CCI .22 LR mini mag, plus four
37mm Red flares plus a surplus cardboard green coloured flare

80

Selection of miscellaneous including rifle scabbard, Zephyr 8X30 binoculars, Winchester brand
roller skates, box of nearly full .177 cal. pellets, box of five C02 cartridges, Pontiac Star Chief hood
ornament etc.

100

448

Miscellaneous selection of gun parts and magazines, mostly unidentified

225

449

Selection of magazines including M14 pinned to five, M1 pinned to five, AR pinned to five, an Erma
.22 LR M1(?) plus assorted parts and books

250

446

447

450a Restricted pistol Smith & Wesson model Hand Eject. M&P model 3, .38 six shot double action
revolver, w/ bbl length 151mm [Hand Ejector M&P model 3 of 1905 fourth change. Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front sight and groved rear sight. Wooden grips. Cased hardened hammer and

300

trigger. Includes leather holster. Bluing scratched and missing in spots, heavy cylinder ring. Double
action is not functioning. Overall heavily used condition. Nicks, marks and scratches to wood and
metal.] serial # 708758, certificate # 18602055, FRT # 21999 PAL required
450b Restricted flintlock pistol Pedersoli model Kentucky Repro., 44 Flintlock single shot w/ bbl length
250mm [Gold toned stainless octagonal barrel. Fixed front and rear sight. Smooth wooden grip
with brass furniture and cleaning rod. Cased hardened flintlock receiver. In used condition with
marks, nicks and scratches to wood and metal] serial # 37534, certificate # 18610448, FRT # 2124117 PAL required
450c

225

Restricted percussion revolver Pietta model Colt 1860 Army Repro., 44 Percussion six shot single
action, w/ bbl length 203mm [Blued barrel and brass receiver. Fixed front sight. Rear hammer sight.
Wooden grips with brass back and front straps. Case hardened hammer and rod. Engraved cylinder.
Includes 100 count box of lead round ball, wads and wooden tamping rod. Light cylinder ring.
Overall in lightly used condition with scratches, nicks and marks to wood and metal] serial #
657869, certificate # 18573117, FRT # 21263-2 PAL required

275

450d Restricted pistol Smith & Wesson model 28-2, .357 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight. Branded
wooden checkered pistol grips. Cased hardened hammer and trigger. Some bluing turning grey,
cylinder ring. In well used condition with nick, scratches and marks to wood and metal] serial #
N19599, certificate # 18570303 , FRT # 21950-3 PAL required

700

450e

Restricted rifle DPMS Panther Arms model LR-GII, .308 five shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length
406mm [Black finish. M4 style gas block front sight and adjustable flip up rear sight. Flat top rail,
flash hider, chrome lined barrel. Collapsible stock. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to
five. Appears virtually unused with only minor use and handling marks.] serial # AE 000246,
certificate # 19124983, FRT # 146157-5 PAL required

1100

Restricted handgun CZ model CZ 75B, .40 S&W and .22 LR ten shots semi automatic, w/ bbl length
122mm [Parkerized style finish. Currently assembled with CZ 75 Kadet 2 .22 LR conversion with
fixed front and adjustable rear three dot sights. Soft tough Hogue grip with finger grooves. Includes
on 10 shot .22 LR magazine and original .40 caliber barrel, slide and detachable magazine. NOTE
UNSURE IF CONVERSION USES SAME RECOIL SPRING- SEE PHOTOS. Appears to have had light use
with only minor use and handling marks.] serial # A7311E , certificate # 19403593, FRT # 17901-1
PAL required

800

Restricted handgun Ruger model Redhawk, .44 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 107mm [Stainless finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded soft touch grips with
finger grooves. Slight cylinder ring. Includes original box with cable lock and manual. Appears
virtually unused with only minor, use, storage and handling marks.] serial # 50393135, certificate #
19544478, FRT # 22470-13 PAL required

750

450h Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 686-6, .357 magnum six shot double action revolver,
w/ bbl length 108mm [Stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Soft touch branded
grips. Includes original box and manual. Slight cylinder ring, appears to have very little use with only
minor, handling and use marks.] serial # CTV9936, certificate # 19318076, FRT # 119321-1 PAL
required

700

450f

450g

450j

Restricted handgun Ruger model GP 100, .357 Magnum six shot double action revolver, w/ bbl
length 152mm [Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sight, note rear sight insert is
broken and right third is missing. Combination wood and soft touch grips. Slight cylinder ring, Has
been used but not abused with only minor, use and handling marks.] serial # 17253007, FRT #
22468-3 PAL required

600

450k

Restricted handgun Enfield model No. 2 MKI*, .38 S&W six shot hinge break double action, w/ bbl
length 127mm [Battle finish with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden pistol grips.
Threaded for lanyard includes lanyard ring. Spurless hammer. Marked on right side with a crown
over BNB. FTR/53, NO. 2 with a crown and 1931. Some tooling marks on screws and minor wear in
holster and handling areas. Action feels smooth with marks, nicks and scratches.] serial # A2335,
FRT # 18794-1 PAL required

275

451

Bianci .45 auto shoulder holster, set of jingly Christmas bells, surplus web holster, two vintage style
padlocks, US Marshall badge, two magazines etc.

150

452

Four full 50 count boxes of Remington 25-20 Win ammunition, all 86 grain soft point

275

453

Nexxtech counterfeit money detector

0

454

Selection of vintage firearms ephemera including Remington parts price list circa 1950, Remington
ammunition reference, Monty Whittley antique arms reference, RCMP hardcover book Guns by
Dudley Pope etc.

20

455

Selection of firearms books including Metric FAL, Pistols of the World and Handguns of the World
1870-1945

30

456

Selection of assorted scope mounts and rings, some new in box. Assorted fittments including
Thompson Center, Marlin 94-95 etc.

125

457

Selection of bow accessories including fishing reel, a set of four Razorback 4 tips etc. plus a
Crossman air revolver, partial kit of Bonanza gold and a selection of assorted gun parts and a Rohm
starter pistol with broken grip

70

458

Two wooden ammunition crates, one containing assorted holsters including Bianchi size 2, a Bob
Mernikles shoulder holster marked SWS, eight trigger locks, only two with keys

90

461

Two new camera security bear boxes, a Ruger 10 round .22 LR magazine, a bi-pod, a handgun lock,
a new Professional gun sight kit, Tru-Oil gun stock finish, rifle butt cover, Remington gun oil and
two rifle sling holsters etc.

90

New Hornady ARMLOCK Box, two model 29 speed loaders with pouch, one .22 magazine and a
double .22 LR mag pouch, a Hogue S&W N frame square butt pistol grip and Uncle Mikes Sidekick
Law Enforcement holster

60

463

Spitfire 3X Prism scope, a Wheeler Delta Series AR-15 Bore Guide, a 223 LR 15 pistol mag. assorted
targets and a AR-15 Field Guide

325

464

Selection of .44 cal reloading supplies including brass, lead, primers and dies

125

465

Selection of .45 auto reloading equipment including brass, bullets, primers and dies

150

466

Box of smokeless powder, mostly IMR. Twelve bottles full or nearly full.

425

467

Large selection of loading equipment including a RCBS single stage press and scale, a Lyman
reamer, a RCBS bullet puller, Lee Universal Shell Holder set, an assortment of new in package RCB
loading parts, cleaning supplies, large assortment of ammunition cases and a cartridge display
board etc.

350

RCBS Trim Mate Case Prep Center, a Lyman 2500 Pro Magnum Turbo Tumbler with screens plus a
package of twelve Lyman brass baggies

175

462

468

469

Large selection of rifle brass, lead, primers and reloading dies for .22 cal, .308, 7mm and 338

350

470

Selection 7mm Rem mag ammunition including a 20 count box of Remington, two full 20 count
boxes of reloads plus one box containing 12 reloads

40

471

Selection of ammunition including a 20 count box of Remington 300 Win short, a 16 count box of
Federal 300 Win short, a full 20 count box of 338 reloads, and a 13 count box of 338 reloads plus
two 30-06 shells

40

Selection of .22-250 Rem ammunition including two 20 count boxes of 55 grain, a box of 40 count
of Winchester 45 grain ( includes 9 reloads), a full 20 count box of PMC 55 grain, a 50 count green
ammunition box of reloads

100

Selection of ammunition including four full 50 count boxes of MFS 9mm Browning short, a 50 count
box of .44 Remington mag, a 25 count box of Winchester .44 Winchester mag, a bag containing
approximately 20 count of 9mm and .44 cal, and a plastic containing with 14 count .44 Rem reloads

80

474

Selection of 45 auto ammunition including a 250 count box of Remington 230 grain, a two plastic
ammo. boxes containing approximately 190 reloads

200

475

Two full 200 count boxes of Remington 223, 55 grain ammunition plus a 20 count box of Hornady
55 grain and a 20 count box of Nosler Armageddon 55 grain

225

476

Selection of 223 ammunition including full 200 round box of Remington 55 grain and approximately
150 count of Remington 45 grain, plus a full 20 count box of Remington 50 grain, a full 20 count box
of Hornady 55 grain, a full 20 count box of Hornady 53 grain and full 20 count box of Hornady
Zombie Max 55 grain

250

477

Three 200 count boxes of CCI A17 Varmint tip ammunition, two 50 count boxes of Winchester 17
Win Varmint HV, three 50 count boxes of Hornady 17 HMR

250

478

Green military style ammo box with a selection of .38 auto ammunition including four 50 count
boxes of Blazer, a full 50 count box of Remington, two full 25 count boxes of Hornady, tw0 50
count boxes of Sellier & Bellot plus a green plastic ammo. box with approximately 140 reloads

125

479

Green metal military box containing 500 count of Remington .22 long and 100 count of Remington
.22 short plus approximately 1000 Winchester Wildcat .22 long

175

480

Selection of .22 long ammunition including 1300 rounds of CCL, and 200 rounds of Winchester
Wildcat in plastic ammunition box

225

481

Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V, .338-.378 WBY mag bolt action, w/ bbl length 26"
[Stainless fluted barrel, black finished steel receiver. No fixed sights. 338 muzzle brake. Synthetic
black and grey web stock. Rubber butt plate. Has had light use if any, storage, use and handling
marks] serial # PB006125, PAL required

1300

Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 67, ,22 S, L & LR single shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 27
1/4" [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth
wooden stock with pistol grip. Hard plastic branded butt plate. Smooth action, nicks and marks to
wood and metal. Storage, use and handling marks] serial # NIL, PAL required

125

Non-Restricted rifle Squires Bingham model 16, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl length 18"
[Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth black wooden stock with hard
plastic butt plate. Hard plastic pistol grip. Sling rings with black sling. Includes one 10 shot
magazine. Has had light use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal. Storage, handling and use

275

472

473

482

483

marks] serial # A213269, PAL required
484

Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No. 1 MK 3, .303 Brit ten shot bolt action, w/ bbl length 25"
[Blued barrel and receiver turning grey. Fixed front sight with elevation adjustable rear plus side
mounted Parkens Model 9- G peep sight, note top nob not attached. Smooth wooden sporterized
stock with inlaid diamond pattern. Rubber butt plate, sling ring and sling. Includes ten round
magazine. In well used condition, action feels smooth. Mark and nicks to wood and metal. Storage,
use and handling marks] serial # 48695, PAL required

275

Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Field Master 572, .22, S, L & LR pump action, w/ bbl length
21 1/2" [Blued barrel and black finished receiver. Fixed front sight and elevation adjustable rear
sight. High gloss stock with checker foregrip and pistol grip. Hard plastic branded butt plate.
Includes original box with manual. Has had light use with nicks and marks to wood and metal.
Storage, use and handling marks.] serial # E1407678, PAL required

475

486

Winchester Model 12 barrel and forend in used condition plus a foam lined hard rifle case

250

487

Three full 50 count boxes of Blazer .357 Magnum 158 grain JHP and a new in package HKS speed
loader for model 27-A

125

488

Large selection of .22 calibre ammunition including full 500 round box of Federal 40 grain, 650
rounds of Remington High Velocity game loads, full 50 rounds of Federal 22 cal. long rifle bird shot,
25 grain and 40 rounds of American Eagle 40 grain, plastic 50 count of miscellaneous rounds. Three
full 50 count CCI .22 WMR plus two .22 Long rifle magazine of unknown fittment

150

Selection of .38 special ammunition including full 50 round box of Blazer 125 grain FMJ, full 50
round Blazer 128 grain LRN, full 50 round of American Eagle 158 grain LRN, two partial boxes totally
53 rounds and HKS speed loader for model 27-A

125

490

Selection of shotgun reloading wads, a leather Triple K, style 310 holster for 1851 Navy and 1860
Army and a VSA Bore sighter scope alignment tool

50

491

Selection of firearms accessories including Tipton Gun Butler, cleaning rods, Pro-Shot "The Stopper"
adjustable bore guide, Hornady Lock 'n' Load straight OAL gauge, small Hornady loading accessories
and Kleen Bore cleaning kit

90

492

Plano Field Locker foam lined rifle case with wheels.

150

493

Selection of ammo including eight full 50 count boxes of 17 HMR including seven boxes of Hornady
V-Max and one box of CCI FMJ

150

494

Wooden military Enfield rifle case

150

495

Wooden military Enfield rifle case

100

496

Selection of miscellaneous gun magazines and parts including three Sterling magazines, three AR
style magazines, an Enfield magazine etc. plus a military cleaning kit

375

497

Wooden gun cabinet

275

498

Selection of firearms related items including Hoppe's gun cleaning kit, an Outer Stock Finishing kit,
NO. 10 gun cleaning solvent, scope rings etc.

40

538

PSE Stinger 3G compound bow, 33" axial to axial with camouflage finish, attached Ripcord sight and
multi arrow quiver

225

485

489

539

Three rifle cases including two soft and a Flambeau hard case

60

540

Six RCBS loading dies including 220 Swift, 222 Rem, 221 Rem and .17 Rem fireball plus a 100 count
bag of 220 Swift brass

175

541

New in package Archangel Nomad folding stock for Ruger 1022

125

542

New in package Archangel Nomad folding stock for Ruger 1022

150

543

New in package Archangel Nomad folding stock for Ruger 1022

125

544

US Rifle M-14 parts and stock, complete except for receiver. In used condition

800

545

New in package TC Dimension barrel and bolt for 7mm rem mag,

90

546

New in box Altan Safe Outdoor Inc. Field Recliner waterfowl blind

125

547

Greenhead Gear Ground Force duck blind in box

150

548

Altan Safe Outdoors King Cobra tree stand in box

90

549

Dillon Precision Products Inc. Square Deal press for 9mm bullets

425

550a Restricted handgun Webley model Mark VI, .455 six shot hinge break double action, w/ bbl length
152mm [Blued style finish turning brown gray, fixed front and rear sights. Checkered grips, appears
to be bakelit. Fitted with lanyard ring and lanyard. Markings on top left include '18, crown GR with
cross swords and a P, Forward facing arrow, crown over top of 4MB, Mark "VI". Matching
numbered cylinder and cylinder markings include IR with crossed swords and an upper cased P.
Overall weather condition and appears to have had attempts at polishing. Cylinder Lockup is loose]
serial # 359922 , FRT # 70488-5 PAL required

600

550b Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II Government Target, .22 LR ten shot semi automatic, w/ bbl
length 175mm [Blued finish with heavy barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Checkered
branded plastic grips. Includes one 10 shot magazines. Includes original box. Appear to have had
light use with minor storage, use and handling marks.] serial # 21693676, FRT # 26466-1 PAL
required

375

550c

Restricted handgun Pietta model Le Mat Calvary Reprod., .44 and .65 nine plus one shot single
action revolver, w/ bbl length 171mm [Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered
hardwood grips. Note this unusual reproduction has a nine shot muzzle loading .44 caliber plus a
single .65 caliber muzzle loading shotgun through center of cylinder. Shotgun barrel is fired by
flipping down bottom section of hammer to align with percussion cap. Includes original branded
foam lined boxed. Appears to have had very little use if any.] serial # 586, FRT # 33692-1 PAL
required

800

550d Restricted handgun Pietta model Remington New Model Army, .44 cal six shot single action, w/ bbl
length 203mm [Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight. Parts gun, may not include all parts. See
photos] serial # 112101, certificate # L-073775, FRT # 21265-3 PAL required

200

551

Green wooden military case for gun storage and transport, holds up to 44 Tokarev TT 33 pistols

20

552

Two full 20 count boxes of Weatherby .338-.378 Weatherby magnum plus four 20 count boxes of
brass and a bag with approximately 15 brass in a plastic bag

300

553

Mega Arms Chasis system for Remington 700 SA

375

554

Stack-On metal security locker fitted for eight long guns, 55" X 21" X 10"

125

555

Stack-On metal security locker fitted for eight long guns, 55" X 21" X 10" plus a Stack-On small
ammo. locker 15" X 17" X 10"

225

556

Selection of 12 gauge ammunition including two 25 count boxes of Remington no.1 shot, two 25
count boxes of Remington no. 2 shot, four 25 count boxes of no.4 Kent Cartridges, two 5 count
boxes of Sabot slugs plus 21 loose Remington no. 2 shot and and six .410 shot shells

175

557

Selection of .45 Colt ammunition including four 50 count boxes of Remington, one 50 count box of
Winchester and one 20 count box of Hornady

225

558

Selection of rifle ammunition including one 19 count box of Federal 30-30 Win. one 11 count box of
Winchester 30-30 Win., a 22 count box of Federal Classic 30-06 SPRG, a 20 count box of Western
Super-X .308 win, a 20 count box of Imperial .303 Brit and a 20 count box of .30 Winchester for the
Klondike Commemorative

90

559

Five 20 count boxes of Federal 7mm rem mag. plus one spare round

100

560

Swift Training rifle 9B/ 2030 S.R. MK III, serial no. 12458

250

561

Remington 1400 count Bucket O' Bullets of .22 Long, plus a bag of approximately 70 rounds of .22
Long

100

562

Large selection of 12 gauge ammunition including 100 rounds of 7 1/2 shot, 145 rounds of 4 shot,
41 rounds of 2 shot, 25 rounds of 3 shot, 39 rounds of 6 shot, 23 rounds of buckshot, 23 rounds of
magnum slugs, 20 round of 7 shot, 10 count of 4 shot reloads, 6 count Winchester reloads and 4
rounds of BB steel shot

175

563

Sixteen 25 count boxes of 12 gauge target loads, various makers

150

564

Bushnell 3-9X50 Elite scope, appears unused, with original box and paperwork

225

565

Selection of gun locks including 15 count of trigger locks and 5 count of rifle cable locks

100

566

Two Plano hard handgun cases

60

567

Selection of reloading and gun digest reference guides, six DVDs, a Blue book of gun values etc.

70

568

Two Plano hard rifle cases

60

569

Two hard rifle cases including a Plano and a suitcase style foam lined case

50

570

Two soft rifle cases including Cabala branded Dakota rifle case and a Tacstar for take-down rifles
plus two soft pistol cases

40

571

Five soft rifle cases

40

572

Selection of .22 ammunition including five 400 count boxes of American Eagle .22 long, a 40 count
box of Western Super-X .22 long and Winchester Super-X .22 long, two 100 count boxes of CCI .22
short, a 50 count box of Winchester Super-X short, a 50 count box of Winchester .22 Magnum and
a bag of approximately 60 count of short and long

175

Six 50 count boxes of Federal Classic .38 Special ammunition and two 50 counts boxes of Blazer
Brass .38 Special

150

573

574

Nine 50 count boxes of Norinco .45 ACP

225

575

Remington 250 count box of 9mm luger, a Winchester 40 box of .40 S&W, a Gold Dot 50 count box
of .40 cal plus two .40 cal speed loaders

125

576

One 50 count box of Blazer .357 magnum, one 50 count box of Privi partizan .357 magnum and one
50 count box of Winchester Super-X .357, a 40 count box of American Eagle .357 and a green
ammunition box with 49 count of .357 reloads

100

577

Six 400 count boxes of American Eagle .22 cal long rifle

175

578

Two blue ammo. boxes with approximately 140 count of 7.62X39, a 50 count box of Teller and
Bellot 7.62X25, a 50 count, a 50 count box of Century Arms Inc. 7.63mm mauser pistol, a unmarked
20 count box of 7.62mm blank C24, a 50 count box of 9mm Steyr, a 25 count box of 9mm Large
pistola automatica, a 64 count box of 9mm blanks C30, a 50 count box of Hansen Cartridge Co. .30
Mauser, a 50 count box of American Eagle .25 auto, a 25 count box of 2 3/4 28 ga. and a 25 count
box of 20 ga. Winchester Super Target, and approximately 18 count of Browning 9mm,
approximately 10 rounds of .32 auto, two tins of 177 pellets and a bag of loose brass and lead

80

579

Chrony model F Chronograph with original box and paperwork, an Indian Kukri knife with leather
sheath, a Browning holster and a Frankford Arsenal Impact bullet puller

150

580

Wooden military grenade box and contents including a webbed mag pouch with seven Sten
magazines, three Sten speedloaders, Magazine for a Thompson machine gun, recoil spring for a
Sten, wooden stock and foregrip for a Thompson machine gun plus a dummy IMI 40 cal mortar

425

581

An Auto Ordnance Corporation Thompson .45 cal-.22 cal conversion kit, appears complete

800

582

Browning 150mm barrel for a Medalist vent rib

175

583

Twelve assorted traps including leg hold, spring traps, snare etc.

175

584

Twelve assorted spring traps

175

585

Six leg hold traps, medium and large size

175

586

Two framed limited edition prints including "The Final Call" by Ronnie Hedge 130/750 and "Out of
the Way" by R. Colebrook Keirstead 195/5700, both pencil signed by artist

90

587

Three framed limited edition prints including "Promise of Spring" by Debbie Fitzgerald 404/700,
"Springtime Rendezvous" by Lars Larson, 189/700 and "Summer Stream-Wood Ducks" by Tony
Bianco 376/700, all pencil signed by artists

30

Three framed limited edition prints including "Hoppe's No. 9" by Dennis Minor 4447/4850,
"Wetlanders" by Herb Booth 4715/5300, and "Yellow Labrador" by James. H. Killen, 5497/5500, all
pencil signed by artist

150

589

Case of gun cleaning kits for 16 gauge shotgun plus one .270 calibre cleaning kit

70

590

Box lot containing two wooden gun stocks, a Browning Sportsman hat and a selection of hunting
and fishing books

40

591

Selection of collectibles including three stone arrowheads, a Freightliner engraved belt buckle,
vintage cigar cutter, a two Browning pocket knives, one with case and a Ducks Unlimited money
clip/pocket knife plus a purportedly WWII pocket watch in non-working condition

90

588

592

Selection of collectible knives including Smith & Wesson American Series model 6083, two small
Browning pocket knives, an Wedge outdoor knife, a Treebrand Arboilito boxed knife, and a vintage
bayonet with leather sheath

275

593

Pair of 58" Browning wooden snow shoes with bindings

175

594

Selection of .22 ammunition including a 500 count box of Winchester, approximately 250 rounds of
Federal, a 100 count box of Winchester Super silhouette, a 50 count box of Super-Clean Winchester
.22 auto and a bag of approximately 300 rounds of .22 long

100

Selection of .38 special and .25 auto ammunition including Dominion 50 count box of .38 special,
two 50 count plastic ammo boxes with .38 special reloads, a plastic box with 46 rounds of .38
special reloads, an American Eagle 15 count box of .38 special, and a bag with approximately 350
.38 special reloads, a 50 count box of Blazer .25 auto and a 21 count box of UMC .24 auto plus
three boxes of .38 brass

125

596

Approximately 500 rounds of 9mm reloads in a metal ammunition box plus some loose brass

100

597

Wooden Ducks Unlimited shot shell box containing three 20 count boxes of Remington 30-30 win, a
8 count box of 30.06 reloads, a box of .303 Brit bullets, a box of mixed large caliber bullets, a 350
count large pistol CCI primers, a plastic ammunition box with assorted vintage ammo., five boxes
of 30-30 brass, and a box of Win no.5 primers which is about 1/3 full

125

Selection of miscellaneous gun items including a cleaning kit, a Inertia bullet puller, a handgun box
for a Ruger Mark II Gov't target model .22 long rifle no gun, four soft handgun cases, a hard gun
case, set of ear protectors etc.

30

Alton Safe Outdoors "The Den" two person ground blind

125

595

598

599

